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The Soldiers at Several Places Revolt




St. Petersburg, Oct. 30.----The long-
delayed catastrophe lias at last befall-
en the cause of the autocracy. The
army of Russia is in revolt. This was
made certain last night when the sol-
diers of the fourteenth and eighteenth
equippages of the guard, who have
been shvt up in convict barracks on
the Melaka canal. sent a detachment
of officers to the lawyers' assembly to
proffer their aid to the curiae of the
revolution.
This defection of the army was still
further whown when the news came
leg that a detachment of Cossacks. the
branch ef the army that had hitherto
been considered proof against ali en-
ticements of the revolutionists, had
refused when ordered to fire on the
populace at Kieff.
A sanguinary conflict was reported
at Or/roe in which, twenty-seven per-
sons were said to have been kilkd. AS
a result of a clash in Moscow nine-
teen weenie's-it men were brought to
the university hospital. Anarchy
reigns in the Caticastie where the
strike is complete. A number of Cos-




Differences have devekesedi between
Count Witte and Gen. Trepoff, and
while the precious moments pass the
emperor, surrounded by the imperial
family, remains shut tap at Peterhof,
seemingly still hesitating as to what
course to pursue.
A meeting of the municipal council
was he/if last evening at which a dep-
utation of thirty members of the
striker? committee appeared. In an
impassioned speech the leader of the
deputation presented the following
aemancis of the works:nen and affili-
ated organizations.
t. A constitution and political lib-
erty.
2. That the city furnish food to the
workmen.
3. That the city refuse further sup-
plies to the troops and the police.
'4- That the troops be removed from
the wateeiyorke or othterwise the
strikers would cut the water supply.
5, The immunity of the deputation
from arrest.
The council granted this last de-
mand and promised to rept), to the
-other &man& tomorrow. The coun-
sel) sent requests to both Gen. Trepoff
and Minister of this Interior Bouligin
not to arrest the members of the dep-
utation. but the police nevertheleaa
took them into custody. Upon urgent
representations Gen. Trepoff an hour
later released them.
People on Verge of Panic.
The people are extremely nervous
and bordering on panic and lire easy
victims of every sensational romor.
Arneng countless bassieless • -reports
which received credence yesterday
were that the ernpergr had embarked
on a vessel and fled to Denmark, that
Gen Trepoff had been killed by a
hoed) and that Vice Admiral, illrileff
had been aesassinated by mutineers in
the Black sea.
With a strike in the government
poatoffici. last night communication
with the • interior practieially ceased.
Government troops were placedoie the
telegraph office, but only a few flees
are working. Many lines, including
the land lines to the continent and to
Liban, where they conoect with the
cable by, way of Nyetad au4 5weden
was still open.
Thials sow the only tht4saci con-
necting Russia with the •outer world.
Admiral Detinovo, seperintemient nf
poets and telegraphs. told the repre-
0,4 sentative cbJ2 8410DpeRISpowet in the
• afternoon that he eould not tell how
long cable con munication with the
-continent would last,
Powerless to Cope With Situation.
0.0
r St. Petersburg, Oct. ao. Night--
While the day pissed quietly without
bloodshed in the Russian cailtal,'and
while the city is mu twardlyril rn • Yg"g-
terday's developments all indicate that
a crisis is leltninent. Although the
streets f,re glied with troops' and/ re-




and wounding about forty persons.
Similar enes are occurring e
Where. The crowds fleeing befori:t
sc 
charging Cossacks invade private
homes and hide in garrets and on the
roofs. Many private apartment, have
been converted into temporary hos-
pitals for the succor if wounded ref-
ugees.
utterly powerless to cope with the sit-
uation, and many calm observers
seem seriously to beheve that the
present regime is tottering to its fall.
Grave doubts are expressed as to
whether even the imperial guard can
now be relied upon.
• i1•1•01•10
The Strikers in Control.
The strike committees continue to
restrain the people from violence this
being coosickred to be the best 
nce,,
or attaining the ends in view, b be-
hind the scenes, the members of the
committees are hokhrig constant imeet
legs wirh the kaders oi vasious
grotty, and seem to be preparing for
a bold stroke at the opportune -asp-
ment. •
The committeemen believe that the
longer an open collision which wonfid
force a show of hands ears be avoSd,
the better their chances.
The army, they say, is being dada-
ally won over'to the people's eavise.
Only the Cossacks, who are referred
to as Emperor Nicholas' "Swiss
Guard," are absolutely faithful to the
existing regime.
The news from the providence, in-
dicates that the authorities are get-
ting control in some sections, but gon
erally the situation is growing worse
instead of improving. In many places
the students and strikers are fighting
the "Black Huricked," as the bands
of roughs are termed.
The demands of the people are in-
creasing proportionately with the em-
cees of the dimmest rations. The cry
for a constituent assembly is: now al-
most universal, .but the "reds" declare -I
that even that would not satisfy the
people, and add that there "must be
scme lamp-post work."
Number Killed or Wounded.
Odessa, . Oct. 30.—It is impossible
to fix even approximately the number
cf yesterday's victims of the rioting.
The officials in charge of the hospit-
als, cemeteries and lockups are strict-
ly forbidden to give the slightest in-
formation. The dead and wounded,
whose numbers must be very consid-
erable, have been removed by the p0-
lace and hidden out of eight of inquir-
ers.
The infantry, of whose loyalty the
authorities are doubtful, are kept in
barracks, and the Cossacks and gen-
darmes, who show no inclination to
shoot down people on sight, are left
to deal with the crowds.
At one barricaded corner yen erday
a student on the appearance of the
Coesacks, mounted a barricade and
appealed to them to join the people
instead of killing their brothers Who
were struggling for freedom of thefr





Joe Koein's Wagon Wheel Knocked
Off, Hub Band From 
Undertaker's Wagon Damaged.
Yesterday morning about it o'clikk
the horse attached to the Garner fur-
/*tare store delivery wagon ran away
"pa South Third street and created con
Aiderable excitement, in addition to
effecting a little damage, by colliding
with different rigs that lined that
busy thoroughfare. The Messrs. Gar-
ner conduct the furniture 'house facing
Third street just to rear of Charles
Rodfus' saloon, and which furniture
store is between Kentucky avenue and
Washington street. The horse was
standing out in front attached to the
'heavily loaded wagon filled with ar-
ticles sold at these kind of stores.
Suddenly the be became frightened
at something and started up Third
towards Broadway. At Third and the
avenue the highway in deeply excavat-
ed for the new paved street, and also
very rough, but despite this the horse
sailed across the rough places which
sent the vehicle swerving anu bump-
ing here and there, but fortunately
nothing was broken or thrown out.
The animal proceeded on down Third
and crashed into the buggy of Joe
Klein, standing in front of his cigar
store beside Matti! & Efinger's under-
taking establishment. The right 'hind
wheel of Klein's buggy was smashed
to pieces. The fleeing horse next run
into the buggy exeasspied by Drummer
Charles James and although both
wheels were bumped herd, nothing
happened there. The Garner beast
e..xt struck with his wagon, the fine
undertaker's buggy of Mkttil & Efin-
ger and jerked off the hub band from
the wheel. This undertaker's vehicle
is the finest in the crnintry, costing
$575. and Mr. Roth consider* himself
fortunate the runaway aninsal did not
smash same.
The flying beast proceeded on to-
wards Broadway, but about the furni-
ture factory got tangled up between
the curbing and an ice wagon and had
to stop.
The street was filled with people
and rigs at the time and considerable
enampering prevailed in parties sail-
wing out the way of the wild and reek-
less Wiese.
.1. -
Swered'with four volleys., killing nine BADLY SCALDED
Merchants Between Two Fires.
Warsaw, Russian, Poland, Oct. ao.
—The excitement in the streets shows
no signs of ebeting. Every now and
then the crowds overturn a street car,
with the object of stopping traffic,
but no serious conflicts have thus far
occurred. The police are trying to
induce the shopkeepers to reopen
their shops, threatening to fine them
if they do not do so, but the' mer-
chant" are between two fleet, since
the socialists promise to smash their
windows it the shutters are taken
down. •
Grows Worse at Lod,,
'Lodz, Russian Poland, Oct. 3O -
The situation here grows worse
ly. The infantry, when ordei-e to
fire on the people, are discharging
their rifles in the air The stiopskire
closed,,and those whose owners re-
fuge tdFshut up are destrbyesi. Crowds
are busily tearing down Rusisa n flags,
evhich were displayed by order or the
police. Bands of people in the govern
ment of Suwalki ere destroying the
government alcohol stores.
American Charge Alarmed.
Washington, Oct. ye—The condi-
tion et the affairs in Russia formed
the basil of a dispatch received at the
state department yesterday from
Spencer Eddy, the American charge
at St. Petersburg, who said the sit-
uation was very alarqiing. so,
'The dispatch was the subject of a
•nglo conference between Secretary
Root, who returned to the city from
New York early in the evening, anti
Mt. Bacon, the first assistant secre-
tary, vrha has been acting fiead of
the state department during Mr.
Root's absence. Mr. Eddy asked the
department for histructione to meet
any eventualities which might arise
net of the condition affairs as they
now ei
(C hn inon ! )
• PiterafAtr 141,10,
GRAY WOODWARD, COLORED,
FELL INTO OPEN VAT
LAST NIGHT.
Stepped Behind the Fifth and Jeffer-
son Street Laundry, Where Sev-
eral Have Been Hurt.
As a result of the open hot water
vat behind the laundry at Fifth and
Jeffersonsstreets Gray Woodward,
collared, is lying dangerously burned
at the Riverside hospital, he having
fallen into, the pkce lase evening
about 9 o'clock and badly scalded
Behind the laundry 41n, the open
thereria a vat into which empties
alitliscsiding water, and it seems no top
thereon. Last evening Viirod-
• '‘ward stepped behind the building gor
a moment and in the dark walked into
the open affair which let bun plunge
over into the boiling water inside.
He went clear down to his arms, but
retained possession of his senses
enough to climb out, after e hard
struggle. Although fearfully burned
he could walk, and rushed around te
the office of Dr. Jeff Robertson, at
Fourth and Broadway, where he for-
merly worked, and this physician
deessed the injuries for him. In tak-
ing the clothing off Woodward the
flesh and skin came off in mane
places &red he is suffering greatly from
the upper ribs to ankles. His tight-
ly laced Shoes acted as a protection
to his feet to a certain degree.
A man 'named George Johnson fed
into the rat last year and was so bad-
ly scalded that he lingered between
life and death for some weeks, but
finally recovered. He had stepped
behind the building while en. route to
the First Bapthe church and plunged
into the dangerous pit also is the
dark.
Former PresMent Cleveland Satur-
day attended the unveiling of the mina-
ntrient erected 'n tI4 memory of J.
Sterling Mlorton, secretary of agecul-
here under Mr., Cleveland. Tit made
the leading address.
TERRIBLE DEED
MANIAC KILLS WIFE, CHIL-
DREN ASD NEIGHBOR AND
SUICIDES.
Leaves a Rambling Letter, With an
Explanation of His Awful
Crime.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 30.—R. S. Gses
sett was shot with a rifle and mortal-
ly wottrided as he came out of his
home, at Glouchester, Courthouse, at
sunrise Saturday morning, by Wl. C.
Coker, a neighbor, yrho had ccncealed
bimetal under the steps of Gressett's
home. Mks. Gressett ran out of the
house itt the •ound of the shooting.
Sie found 'her husband tying in a
poolor blood at the bottom of the
steps,Irtith the assassin standing over
him 'with the smoking gun in his
hands, Gressett was not quite dead.
Coker' prepared to empty his gun
again into the bodrof the prostrate
man. .9. Gressett fell on her knees
and b ed Coker not to shoot again.
Guess also pleaded with :his assail-
ant a pare his life. Coker advanced
close s Gressett, poked the gun into
hi, 4x1y and fired again, the second
shot kjling him instantly.
naniltd Sent for Officers.iately after the shooting Co-
ker se word to officers to come to
his , Greeetrwood, ant) arrest
ers at once hurried to the
scene., As they drove up to the CA-
her bine they heard the report of a




as stretched on the floor quite
bul'et in his body, and near
the bodies of his wife and two
small children, whom he had killed be-
fore Atting an end to his own exist-
ence. ose..1 Akio@
The0e, ad bolies of the wife and lit-
tle girls had been carefully smoothed
and avenged by the maniacal -hus-
band and father. Coker and Gressett
were neighbors and the best of
frieStle;
Ooket was at the Gressett store at
ii o'clock Friday night, at which time
the nein appeared to be on friendly
terms .140 cause for the wholesale
thuede bas been alleged. It is sup-
Colter was temporarily de-
rang Coker came from South Car,
ohne about eight years ago. His wife
was Ness Robbie Roy, of King and
Queen 'county, daughter of Lieut.
Robert Roy. She is also a cousin of
Mrs. A. J. Montague, the wife pf Vh-
ginia'e governor.
Used a Butcher Knife.
The throats of the woman and the
little girls were cut with a butcher
knife. The bodies were then placed
on the bed and the man lay down be-
side them and slept until the break
of dee, when he made hie way to
Gressett's house and killed him. He
is said to have also threatened to-kill
Gressett', brother, who was fortun-
ately not on the place
Returning to his own home and his
own dead, he -a-rote a letter, now in
the heed, of officers, telling how the
crime was committed.
Whet Coker was found he was sit-
ting in a rocking chair, his rifle rest-
ing against him, a bullet hole in his
throat, pointing to the brain.
The note stated that Gressett and
his brother Jack were the cause of it
all: that the wife and children were
killed at ' o'cloak at night. The little
children, he said, died very easily, but
that the woman was hard to kill. He
said that he lolled his family to shield
them from disgrace.
Coker 'has several brothers and sis-
ters living at Hartville, S. C. He had
been married ten years. His wife was





Funeral Occurs This Morning With
Burial at Oak Grove Ceme..
tery-Child Died.
One ,cif the most highly respected
and venerable citizens of this place
passed away Sunday afternoon it 3:30
o'clock in the person of Mr. Thad-
deus S. Edrington, who is widely
knows' in the city, but more especial-
ly out in the county where for years
he made his permanent residence and
was a iiiabstantial and reliable man of
integrate Tile died at the family
resaltence. 20 Adams street, as resntlt
of inAtmities ,produced by advanced
age and general' debility.
Mr. Edrington was born April 6,
t824, in Mississippi, and December 19,
1858, was united in iniarriage to
Sarah Hallmon, at Obion, Tenn, 1'he
same year the couple came to this
county and located in the Clark's
river section, where for years they
made their home, and were dearly
loved and highly esteemed by every-
body through their wide acquaintance
ship. During loot the family moved
here and has since resided on Adams
street. No children ever resulted from
the union, and at death only the be-
loved wife survived, while also one
sister is left to mourn the toes, she
being Mrs. L. A. Caldwell, of here.
There were several niecees, they be-
ing Miss Elizabeth Edrington, deputy
in the county clerk's office; Miss Byrd
Edrington, the city official stenog-
rapher; MISS. Annie Edrington, the
trained nurse, and Mrs. S. E. Sand-
ers, all of this city, and also Mrs.
Robert Newton, of Kevil, Ballard
county.
Mr. Edrington was well preserved‘
}rale and hearty all duting, his life, as
not until this fatal attack bad he
suffered a spell of sickness. He was
.2 nran -standing high in the commun-
ity, and his loss is keenly felt by cv-
ery4y. He was a consistent mem-
ber oT the Cumberland Presbyterian
church.
The funeral services will be can-
dtscted this morning at to o'clock at
the residence, by Rev. J. D. Kirkpat-
rick, Interment follows at Oak Grosra
Cemetery,
Little Boy Died.
The 8-year-old so nof Mx. .Whiter
Gleason died yesterday afternoon at
their home in the Lone Oak section
of the county The remains will be
buried today at the Highland ceme-
tery, of that vicinity.
WAS FAR AT SEA
President Storm Tossed Sun-
day and Yesterday.
SAVES LIVES 0,F BROTHERS.
—
Heroic Work of Young Boy at Fire
in Nebraska Town.
—
Chicago, Oct. eo.--ek dispatch from
Amore, Neb., says:- At the risk of
his own life, t1-year-old Adolph Ja-
cobsen Friday forced his way through
a solid wall of flame, and, with a
sheet taken irons their bed, lowered
his two younger brothers to safety
front a fire in which his mother and
baby sister had perished and Which
destroyed their home.
Simon Jacobson, the hu band and
father, was severely limner) in a fie
tile effort to save hie wife To reach
and rescue his brothers, Adolph hadf
to make his way up one flight of
stairs; when the house was a Mai" of
flames. An attempt to start the kitch-
en store with kerosene started the
fire
WILL COMMUTE
JAMES EZELL WILL NOT HE
PUT TO DEATH FOR
MURDER.
Mr. Corbett Leaves Today and on
Return Inipeachment Matter
Will Be Called.
/ion. MI Corbett returned Sunday
day evening from Pennsylvania,
where he went and appeared before
the state hoard of pardons and argued
for commutation of life imprisonment
of the case where James Ezell is un-
der death sentence for killing another
railroader at Uniontown, Pa. Mr. Cor-
bett spoke for nearly two hours be-
fore the board and showed why the
sentence of the frail and delicate
young telegraph operatOr should' be
commuted and be not put to death for
morefering the other.
The board did not tell Mr. Corbett
what the result of their deliberations
would be. but it is knoven for certain
that when the board meets again the
third Wednesday of next month there
will he milord up art uitler ermainit-
ing the death sentence to life impris-
onment, and this information will, be
received by the many friends of the
young fellow in this section of Ken-
tuckly.
hitte Corbett leaves this Morning for
New Madrid. Mo., to bring the big
damage suits against that city for
Capt. Frank Farnsley and others. He
expecs to get back next Thursday or
Friday, and' just as soon as he does
he and Dirk Ditvis, of the board of
aldermen, will set the date for the al-
dermanic body to resume heating of
the firrmearbirrent charges against City
Jailer Tom: Evitts. Mr. Corbett is
conducting the prosecution of these
charges for Patrolman Samuel Bea-
tifies, who claims the jailer assaulted
hint
The struggle In France over the
separation of church and state has
been renewed and is perhops more
fortnitlable now than ever before.
'A Russian ship visited Japan shore,
Sendai.. This was the fleet smelt visit
since peace was declared.
EXPECTED LAST NIGHT TO
PASS VIRGINIA CAPES.
Was for While Beyond Reach of
Wireless Even. but Was Finally
Heard From.
MRS. ROOSEVELT GOES
TO MEET MR. ROOSEVELT..
Norfolk, Va., Oct. 3o. — Th e office
of the commandant at the Norfolk
navy yard reported at 9:30 o'clock
this morning that nothing has been
heard thus far today from the crui#er
Wiest Virginia, which is bound, up the
coast brOging President Roosevelt
front New Orleans to Chesapeake
Bay. At midnight the wireless tele-
graph station at the Norfolk' navy
yard could hear the cruiser West Vir-
ginia communicating by wireless with
Cape Hatteras, but the Norfolk sta-
tion could not distinguish what was
being said nor could it be told how
far the West Virginia, with the cruis-
ers Colorado and Pennselvatt'a was
off the coast.
The supposition is, however, that
Admiral Brownson'a fleet is some-
where off the North Carolina coast,
and that she will pass in-the Virginia
Capes early tonight.
Was Off Cape Hatteras.
Norfolk, Va., Oct. 30.—Aceording
to * wireless message received at the
Norfolk navy yard, the cruiser West
Virginia was at to a. m., fifty miles
south of Cape Hatteras.. A strong
northeast wind and heavy seas pre-
vail. She was not expecteu to make
the capes for ten hours.
The weather off the coast yesterday
and last night was bad and the wind
was very high There was no weather
bureau report this morning from the
Hatteras station, as the w'res all
weal down in the storm, and no mes-
sages, could be transmitted to or from
lititras explained at the local weath-
er bureau that any wireless nee:sages
received at Hatteras fro mthe presi-
received at Hatteras from the presi-
diatelty but for the prostration of the
coast service. It was stated from the
(Ate o ft•he commandant of the Nor-
folk navy yard this morning that noth
ing had been heard there from the
president's yacht Sylph, having
aboard Mrs. Roosevelt and children,
who left Wisshington on Saturday
last. It is thought, however, that the
Syiph may be in Lower Chesapeake
Ray awaiting the arrival of the presi-
dent on the West Virginia.
Washington Gets Message.
Washington, Oct. 30.—The navy
department received a telegram today
from the Norfolk navy yard quoting
a wireless message from Admiral
Brownson stating that his fleet was
fifty miles south of Hatteras. A very
strong northeast wind was blowing
and a heavy sea running.
West Virginia in a Storm.
St. Augustine, Fla., Oct. 3o.—The
wireless station on Anastasia island
has been in communication with the
cruiser Wiest Virginia at intervals all
during Saturday and yesterday. Mes-
sages during the night conveyed news
that the president was we:1 and thor-
oughly enjoying the voyage with fine
weather up to that time.
The cruiser had not encountere
rough weather until shortly after
noon yesterday, when nearing Savan-
nah it ran into the storm which is
prevailing .
The president's voyage is proving
an excellent test for the wireless ser-
vice along the coast. From all re-
ports it has proven most successful,
and is being carefully studied by the
president at his leisure afloat.
The West Virginia at 9 o'clock last
night was almost directly opposite, or
east of Savannah, and between Tao
and 200 miles off shore. At that time
the operator aboard the West Vir-
ginia reported here that there was a
strong northeast breeze blowing and
a very choppy sea. aboard were
welk
Bone Frac
Deputy U. S. Marshal George Satin
tiers returned yesterday from May-
field and left Isis little et-year-old son
Jesse doing all right with' his injured,
limb. Last Friday the lad was com-
ing down the steps at the school
building, when the other boys crowd-
ed and jostled so he was thrown
down. He rolled down the stairs,





In I he Theatrical World.
"The Forbidden Land."
Much ha, been said and, written of
"The Forbidden Land," the new and
successful comic opera which comes
to The Kentucky tonight, and yet
those Who have not seen it must
be enlightened. Those who have say
nothing better has ever been seen
here. The land of com'c opera is
witblout- definite' Titter "ft realm 'is.'
witlkout restrictions; everything
possible, plausible and permissible.
"The Forbidden Land" sugsgents
many things—the bar: are down. It
takes its title from the forbidden land
of Tibet. of which Inhanna, the for-
bidden city, is the capital, and where
the scenes are laid. It was written by
• Guy F. Steely. arsi he has brought
his entire imagination ,:nto•play. It
is more than an opera of a comic
iort, it is r:ch, ample and substantial
es grand opera; as dainty as a ro-
mance, refined in every line, action
end suggestion and yet thoroughly
entertaning, amusing and hilarious.
All the fun is funnv. and many of the
With "Forbidden Land" at The Ken-
tucky Tonight.
.motives and devices ingenious, gro-
tesque and original. There i no
mere horseplay, no double catendrc
and no hollow jests. The entire text
is well written. The ,mussc, by Fred-
erick Chapin, is of a peculiarly myth-
mic type, which always catches the
ear. It is- hippy, stirring and again
it takes on an appealing tendernes
in its solo numbers. It is a fine,
strong, masterly conception enriched
with airs both lively, sentimental and
ponderous. The leading comedy part
is in the hands of Mk. Edward Garvie
and the other character are played
by Charles A. 'Nflirgan, W. H. Clark,
Thomas Cameron. H twine Flaherty,
H. S. Austin, Abbott Adams, Alma
Youlin, Grace McArty and Mabel
Laffin. The chorus; is a strong and
attractive ieature. The girls are
young, fregh and good to lopic upon,
and both they and the men compos-
ing the clitoral contirsgent enter into
the performar•ce with zest and enthu-
siasm.
Mason and Mason.
Mason and Mason in their new ver
sion of the big musical comedy
"Fritz and Snits," which in the second
successful season of tbe play, will ap-
pear at The Kentucky tomorrow
night. Notwithstanding that this is
one of the most expensive produc-
tions of its kind, it being produced
with a cast of sixty people, the finan-
cial success is most phenomenal, as
the mere an-ham/cement of these will
known stars seems to draw packed
bourne at every performance. Many
pleasing minis-al numbers are said to
have been added, and an entirely new
scenic outfit and dazzling beautiful
costumes are said to have been pro-
vides!, thus giving these stars a vehi-
cle of the highest order. The com-
pany is managed by Messrs. Broad-
hurst and Currie which in itself
should inspire the theatergoing public
with a full confidence o khe excel-
lence of the performance. The cho-
rus is reputed to be composed of
graceful girls of rare beauty.
Exceeds Expectations.
That the Jewell Keley Stock com-
pany which plays an engagement at
The Kentucky commencing Thursday,
November 2, is a frrst-class- attraction
verified by the excellent press no-
tices which the company has the hon-
or of having had bestowed upon
them. The Frankfort Call, of Octo-
ber itth, says:
"Frankfort theatre-goers are very
partial to a ;good repertoire company,
and the Jewell Kelly Stock company,
which opened a five nights' engage-
ment on last evening meets with their
fullest "approbation. This, company
Caine here with the reputation of
being the best of its clans on the road
this season. Brilliant 'reports of its
wort( have preceded it all along the
nen; ann after the initial performance
last night local critics were willing
to declare that it had made good all
that had been said of it.
mr. Jewell Kelly is essentially the
man of the companyt Tall, broad-
ehouldered, a jolly, handsome son of
Texas, he is the lifeof the plot, no
matter what character he assumes.
His energy and enthusiasm are conta-
gious, and his hearty smile would
amens the cockles of the heart of aft
icicle. Mr. Kelly is a finished actor.
The play on Ian evening was "A Fa-
tal Step," and from start to finish the
interest of -the audience was at fever
heat. Mc. Kelly ;has a troupe behind
him which furnishes excellent support
Miss Caroline Mohr, his leading lady,
puts up splendid work in her casts;
and withal the entire company ranks
-high tip inits•work throughout. The-
specialties are very good, and the
prospects are good for a record-break
ing crowd during the rest of the
week."
Thursday night "A Fatal Step" will
be presented. Ladies will be admitted
free upon the opening, night, under
the uetial condition.
TIME TO REGISTER
TODAY, TOMORROW AND ON
NEXT MONDAY ARE THE
FINAL DAYS.
People Not Able to Register on Reg-
ular and Supplemental Days Are
Provided For.
Like published several times in The
Register, this morning is the first day
on anyone can go before the county
clerk and get registration oertificates
entitling them to vote in the coining
regular election by swearing under
oath that either them-elves or mem-
bers of their families were sick, nor
they themselves absent from this
city, both on the regular and suPlAn-
mental registration days. Today and
tomorrow this manner of procuring
registration certificates will be ad-
hered to, and then next Monday the
same privilege will be accorded every
one corning under the conditions men
boned.
I The afternoon papers have errone-
ously stated that yesterday, today and
tomorrow are the days to register be-
fore the county clerk, when in fact
the law says the parties not able to
get Oct to register on the regular or
supplemental days may do so on the
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
preceding the election. As the elec-
tion COTIles next Tuesday, the Mon-
day immediately preceding is the Mon
day before the election, while today
and tomorrow are the Tuesday and
Wednesday before election
YELLOW FEVER FIGHT OVER.
Now But Twenty-eight Cases Under
Treatment in New Orleans,
New Orleans, Oct. 3o.—In the pres-
ent condition of affairs it is expected
that the current -week will see the end
of new casei of yellow fever. Thur
number of cases under treatment hat
fallen to twenty-night, and compara-
tively few active foci remain. Busi-
ness is rapidly assuming normal pro-
portions and the hotels are tilling up.
Chairman Charles Jarvvier, of the
citizens' committee, he eying the
struggle practically over, has gone
East for a month. Jarprier's re-
port s-hows 'hat, with $6o,000 receiv-
ed from the state, the total money
available here for conducting the
fight was $280,t84.81, of which $215,-
474-47 was expended. leaning $4,710.-
in bank to wind up the campaign.
The balance remaining at the end,
which will certainly exceed $56,000,
will go to the isolation hospital. It
cost $26,625.70 to maintain the emer-
gency hospital during the epidemic.
The biggest item of expense was' la-
bor, for which $137.186.60 was spent.
NO SENSE OF FEELING.
Peculiar Condition of New York
Woman—Result of Injuries.
New York, Oct. 30.----,Mrs. Louise
jcihnson, who says that she has lost
all sense of feeling nince an automo-
bile ran her down three years ago,
began suit Friday for $20,000 damages
fel' tier injury. The defendant is
Nicholas T. Brady, of this city.
She said that when her .eyes were
closing she had difficulty some time
on realizing whether she wan stand-
ing up or lying down. A short time
ago, according to her testimony she
ran a nail in her foot and was un-
aware of the injury ustil meIzi,cs of
her binily told her of it. At another
time one of her sleeves was on fire,
but without causing her the slightest
pain.
A physician testified that Mrs. John
son undoubtedly had no sense of feel
ing, but would not say positively that
the phenotnenon originated in a blow
on the head from, an automobile, as
the woman claims.
MT. VESUVIUS IN ERUPTION.
Constant Explosions at Half Minute
Intervals—Cone Shattered.
New York, Oet. 3o—A correspond-
ent cables the Herald from Naples 25
follows: "I crfn informed by the di-
rector of the Mount Vesuvius obeerv
atory that there have been constant
explo.Flions from the crater o6 the vol-
cano since Saturday night. The ex-
plosion,, increasing constantly in vio-
lence., are now occurring at half-min-
intervale, and they have again
shattered the cone of the imminit and
mussed a !enteral 600t1ft, which is
pouring constant streams of incandes-.
cent lava,."
BI GRANTS
THE NEW OWNERS OF CAR
AND GAS COMPANY IN-
CORPORATE.
Concerns Will Be Operated Under
Separate Heads—A. E. Ceaton
Granted License.
The new owners of the street rail-
way and gas and electric light com-
pany have filed articles of incorpora-
tion with the county clerk and will
operate the plants under two heads.
"The Paducah Traction company" is
the name given foe the street car line,
which capitalizes at $350,000, the
stock divided into shares of $1002
each, and subscribed for as; follows:
John S. Bleeker, 1,750 shares, Ernest
R. Adams, 3 Alarm, and William I.
Sturtevarrt, 3 shares. Indebtedness
amounting to $750,00 is permitted for
this company.
For the gas and electric lighting
purposes, that business is incorporat-
ed under the head of "The Paducah
Light and Power company" with a
capital stock of $450,000, divided into
shares of Poo each, and subscribed
for as follows: John S. Blocker, 2,250
shares; Ernest Adams, 3 shares, and
William I. Sturtevant, 3 shares. This
company is allowed by the articles to
incur indebtedness amounting to $c000,
000. Each company is to have a board
of directors not exceeding fifteen mem
hers.
Property Sold.
"Fred Schiffman; has sold to May
Thompson for $512, property in the
Faxon addition to the city. The deed
was lodged with the clerk yesterday.
;Mary Harvey bought from James
M. Gray for $220, land on the Metrop
ohs and Lovelaceville road out in the
county.
Peddler's License.
A .E. Seaton was granted a license






Shafts Kicked From Buggy While
Frightened Animal Stripped It-
self of Harness.
Detective William Baker had a nar-
row escape from being injured about
6 o'clock la,* evening, on South
Sixth street between Husbands and
Elizafieth. As it is 'hie boggled**
wreck and harness torn to tatters.
The detective was driving down
Sixth towards Husbands .street in
corning out of the south end of town.
He was on the right side of the street
when Captain Joe Collins, of the cen-
tral fire department stationhouse,
came driving out Sixth going in the
opposite direction. Behind the Col-
lins vehicle there gradually came slid
ing up the south-hound street car of
that division, and just about the time
the car got up right close behind; the
rig of Captain Collins the horse at-
tached to the latter shied and darted
to that side of the highway where
Detective Baker was driving. The
Collins outfit crash.d into of
the detective and scared thethlaltter's
horse f to badly that it commenced to
kick fiercely and could not be gotten
under control. The Baker horse
kicked the shafts from the buggy,
stripped itself of the harness and
dashed off down the street, where it
ran for two blocks before being stop-
ped.
The detective had a narrow es-
cape from being kiciced by time buck-
ing horse, and considers-himself fort-
unate that nothing worse happened
than really did. He finally got things
straightened out and brought the dam
aged rig and outfit on down to the
City hall where it is kept. The black-
smith and harness maker will now
havc jobs repairing the efarnageil
pieces.
WOULD YOU?
If you were the hired girl—
Wnittlid You 'like to serve five break-
fasts between n and 9 o'clock and
be rebuked if they were not all hot
and crisp.
Would you like to warns up din-
ner, after your dishes were all wash-
ed, to oblige a careless member of
the family who had not 'been working,
but 'had merely stopped for a little
longer chat with a friend?
Would you Wke to hear your mis-
tress dismiss you;r shortcomings with
every stranger within her gates?
Winuld you feel inclined to handle
silverware, cut Rhin and dainty china
with loving care when the noom in
which you rested and slept looked
either like a poorhouse dormitory or
an incipient rummage sale?—Buffalo
Courier.
Time for Bruin to Dine
(Coniwil Bluffs Nonpareil.)
Knag—Suppose you were in a cor-
ner, too miles from help with a wall
Of rock on three sides of you and a
grizzly bear on the fourth, What
would you do?
tinngenson (after loon deliberation)
—I'd say grace for the bear.
CAPTAINS CHARGE
CASE AGAINST KOGER AND
TYNER WAS CONTINUED
YESTERDAY.
011ie Hughes, Colored, Was Held to
the Grand Jury on Charge of
Stealing Overcoat.
Captain James Tyner, of the steam-
er Bob Dudley, and; Capeain James
Noger, have been warranted in the
police coutr on the charge of engag-
ing in a fight last week aboard the
wharlboat. Yesterday morning Judge
Sanders continued the ca:e until next
Monday, by which time Captain Ty-
ned will be back in the city. Captain
Koger has already been' fined $1 in
the court of Justice. Barber for the
part he took in the fight.
A ritaii named Hoffman was fined
Silo for a breach of the peace.
011ie Hughes, colored, was held to
the grand jury in $300 bond, and in
default of bail went to jail. He is
charged with stealng the overcoat of
MT. Coates at the L. B. Ogilvie es-
tablishment, where the garment own-
er had charge of the coffee demonstra
tion.
Will Nemo was fined $3 and costs
for a breach of the peace.
Allen Jackson, colored, was 'fined
$5 and costs for a breach of the
peace.
There was left open the case charg-
ing John Wood, oolored, with strik-
ing another darkey out on the circus
grounds when they fell out over a





Marines Came to Rescue of Assaulted
Men and Chinese Officials Did
Not Intefere.
London, Oct. 30.—A dispatch to
the Evening Standard from Shanghai
says that Rear Admiral Train, corn
mander-ia-chief of the American Asi-
atic squadron, and his son, Lieut.
Train, have been victims of a savage
attack by Chinese outside of Nanking.
The American officers were pheasant
shooting when the admiral accidental-
ly shot a Chinese woman, slightly in-
juring her. Hundreds of villagers
thereupon surrounded the officers,
took away their gene, knocked the
admiral down in the mod and held
I.ieut. Train as }onstage. Forty Amer
can marines landed ana resew Party
were attacked b ya mob of Chinamen,
who tried to pitchfor'- th rs.
The marines were onliged , lire
twice.
The Chinese official. refused to re-
store the officers' guns, and support-
ed the villagers.
Nanking has been active hi the
movement for boycotting American
goods, and is the center of activity




$ss,000 in Currency Shipped by Ex-
press—Filled With Paper.
Bele roe, Morn., Oct. 30.—The con-
tents of a $25,000 Northern Pacific
Express package sent from Hamilton,
Mont., to New Y6rk are missing and
es a result the express company has
several of its detectives engaged in
trying to discover what became of the
money. The money was "hipped by
Chas. F. Kelley, to N. H. Harris &
Co. for investment. Instead of re-
ceiving the securities he had pur-
chased, Kelley was dumbfounded to
receive a letter stating that the con-
tents of the package, upon receipt by
the New York firm, consisted of
newspaper clippingst The scale were
intact, however.
In the Rush of sgo
The owner of the great dairy was
nhowing a visitor around the plant.
"All these thousands of cows," he
said, "are milked by machinery. The
milk is conveyed into an immense
reservoir, from which it is carried in
underground pipes at a speed of a
mile a minute to all points within
fifty miles of here. The system works
perfectly, and yet there is one great
vab ac k."
"What is that?" asked the visitor.
"Well, of course, there's no cream
any More. It is impracticable for
us to separate it here, and in this age
of the world nobody has time to wait
for it to rise."—Chicago Tribunte.
A Call Down
"I hope," said the drummer, "that
you were thoroughly satisfied with my
report for the past month."
"Well," replied the head of the
firm, "there was one feature of it
that really exceeded our expecta-
tions."




"What a pretty woman? Is she
Unntarriaed?"
"Oft, yea—three times."
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
household are constantly risking their
health. De:ective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help bt.t bc
breathed by the occupants. CM?
namely
booklet
Let us examine the condition
iStindilire Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
install the best sanitary fixtures made, 1;1'
of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and




Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? If you do take
It to
John J. Meld), leweltr.





Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 52.1 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padunith, Kentucktr.
Capital and Surplus $155,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts al/ regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
psi cent per annum is time cercate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Ire
woof vault for rent at 113 to 1110 per year as to sin. You carry your ow*
key and no one but yourself has access
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Us*
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
/Wading purpose., as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS S WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, dog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a: new
asanagementa for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE






Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd:and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident Life, Liabllity, steam Boiler-
Campbell Block..

















































































FRANCHISE OF TWO LIFE
COMPANIES
The Mutual Life and New York Life
Are Legally Arraigned at
Akron
Akron, Ohio, Oct. ye—Quo war-
rant° proceedings were commenced in
the circuit court here Saturday by
Prosecuting Attorney Hageberger on
the advice of ex-Attorney-General
Monett of Ohio against the Mutual
Life Insurance company and the New
York Life Insurance company to oust
them from the state by taking their
franchises from them on the ground
that the companies have misused their
powers for the past five years in viola-
tion of the laws of the state.
Thirty-three interrogatories are
submitted to the companies to be an-
swered. The appointment of receiv-
ers is asked for.
The petitioners a:so ask that re-
ceivers be appointed by the circuit
court to take charge of all of the
funds collected as premiums paid by
policy holders of the two companies
in the &tate and that receivers col-
lect all premiums and hold the funds
in trust.
It is alleged in both petitions that
the companies have during the past
five years misused their franchises and
that they now boll contracts that are
in direct violation of the insurance
laws of this state, and that both
companies in their annual 'statements
to the insurance commissioners failed
to disclose a large and substantial
amount which was contributed to
Cornelius N. Bliss, one of the mem-
bers of the Repblican committee, the
amount of which is said to be in ey-
cess of $icso,000.
It is also alleged that the com-
panies paid out, under the guise of
fees, $256,000 to lobbyists to influence
the legislature in this state and °thee
states, and that the hinds of the pol-
icy holders in titig state are being
wrongful)), expended and to that ex-
tent wholly dissipated and squandered
for illegal criminal and fraudulent
ptlrpos C 5
It is further allege that over $56.-
000 was paid out to dummy officers
of both companies, which was not
included in the statements filed by the
companies with the insurance cone-
enissioner of this state, and that the
statements filed by both companies
were fraudulent and in direct viola-
tion of the provisions of the char-
ters beef by the companies in this
state
RIVER MEN'S SUIT
ACTIONS WILL BE FILED
AGAINST THE CITY OF
NEW MADRID.
Hon. Hal Corbett and Captain Frank
Farnalay Leaves Thii Morr!rig
for That City.
This morning at 9:30 o'clock Hon.
Hal Corbett and Captain Frank Ferns
lay will leave foe New Madrid Mo.,
from whence they go over to Cape
Girardeau, Mo., to bring the three
Sio,coci damage suits that wilt be in-
stituted* in the United States court
.against the city of New Madrid by
Captain Farraslay and two officers of
the towboat Beaver. The lawyer and
steansboatman expect to return by
Thursday of this week. It will be re-
membered that Vollie Davis, one of
the engineers for the steamer Beaver,
got badly injured by escaping steam
-aboard the boat several months ago
while the craft was in the Mississippi
river near ?slew Madrid.
Captains Farrislay, Riggs sod sev-
eral others itarted to the bank to get
medicine in New Madrid for the in-
jured man, but the health authorities
refused to Let them land on account
of the yellow .fever quarantines" then
being on. The steanrboatmen all had
health certificate) though, showing
they had not been in exposed territo-
ries, and wanted ti, show the quaran-
tine people the documents. A misun-
derstanding arose and the river men
.started bock to their boat, when they
claim the health men shot at them,
and made them come back to hank
and then locked them up in the city
jail. For these alleged illegal acts
on the part of the city quarantine au-
thorities, Captain Farnslay and °th-
em will all fifile suite against the mu-
nicipality.
Memorial services to the late Sir f
Henry Irving were held at Trinity,
Episcopal chtwele in Columbus, 0..`and the rector, the Rev. J. W. Alvrood,I
-who is national chaplain of the Act-
ors' Church Alliance, delivered a
eulogy on the life and work of the fa-
mous actor.
Stewart L. Pierson, a student at
Kenyon college, was kille4 by a train
while awaiting initiation into the Del-
ta Kappa Epsilon fraternity. It was
rumored that the initiators had tied
Piereon to the track, but his father
exonerated them from all blame,
SCALDED TO DEATH
A DAMAGE SUIT FOR A DEATH
DISMISSED AS SET-
TLED.
The Farmers' Bank Got Judgment
vs. Moses Bloow and Clarence
Brown.
There was dismissed at defendant's
cost the suit of Felix G. Rudolph, ad-
ministrator, against Captain Edward
Woolfolk, it having been settled out
of court.
One of the firemen for the towboat
owned by Captain Woolfoik was ly-
ing asleep behind the engine room
boilers while the craft was off on ai
trip some months ago. The boikrit
gave way and scalded to death the
young fellow, whose estate was placed
in the bands of Public Administrator
Felix Rudolph, who brought suit
against the boat owner, but proceed-
ing now dismissed.
There was reset for trial on the ad
day of this term the damage litiga-
tion of Edward Alexander, adminis-
trator for his little girl, against the
Paducah City Railway company. Tha
little Alexaadar girl was eon over by
a street tar last sunverier while cross-
ing the thoroughfare of Sour* Sixth
near Tennessee street, and received
fatal injuries. Her father brought the
suit, he being Patrolman Alexander.
It was ordered that property be
sold and proceeds divided between the
legal heirs, in the suit Charles E. Jen-
nings filed against the Globe Bank
and Trust company to wind up the es-
tate of the late Thomas T. Robiou.
It is a friendly proceeding.
Tor the 211 day of this term there
was set for trial the suit of Glisson
against the city railway company for
damages. account injuries plaintiff re-
ceived.
There was set for a hearing on the
15th day of this term, the litigation
Laura Helmet's instituted against the
city railway company for damages ac-
count injuries she received.
The judge rendered a judgment in
favor of defendant in the action of
Lawyer WI B. Standfold against the
city railway company. Grant Clark
employed Lawyer Standfield to sue
car company for damages, account in-
juries Clark received by getting hit
by a car. The car company, without
knowledge of Stand6eld, compromised
the suit with Clark, and Standfield
rued the company for the $325 law-
yer's feet he would have received if
Clark's suit had gone to trial and
the cat company had not gotten Clark
to compromise. The parties to the
suit submitted it to the judge, no jury
being necessary.
A new trill.] was asked for by the
defendant in the suit of Teresa Bach
against George C. Wallace and Rob-
ert B. Phillips, wherein plaintiff got
$5oo damages against defendants, be-
cause of injuries she received while
working around machinery in the Al-
den Knitting mill which was operated
under lease by defendants. Lawyers
Hendrick, Miller & Marble represent-
ed the winning side, and Charley
Wheeler the loser's.
There was continued until the next
term of court the action of J. Noah
Catbey against E. Rehkopf for dans-
ages. Cathey was hurt while working
some shafting at the Re'hkopf collar
factory on Kentucky avenue between
Third and Fourth greets.
'Until the next session of court
there was postponed trial of the pro-
ceeding of Witt Duncan against the
Western Union Telegraph company.
Duncan claims the company did not
deliver promptly to him a message
coming over, their lines. •
Judge Reed ordered traasferred to
the equity side of the docket die ht-
igation of J. M. Luttrell against
the Ayer-Lord Tie company, in which
plaintil sues defendant for mony
claimed due him for timber furnished
defendant.
Judgment for plaintiff was given to
the extent of $1,553.03 in the case of
the Farmers' Bank of Eddrrille,
against Mlosee Bloom and Clarence Q.
Brown of this. city. The tobacco firm
of S. H. Cassidy and company failed
at Eddysville and Kuttawa. It owed
this bank which brought suit against
Brown & Bloom, on the ground that
they were silent partners in the Cas-
sidy firm, therefore liable for the
debts of the concern.
There is now on trial in the circuit
court the $20,000 damage suit of An-
nie Nichols against the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad.. Mies Nichols was one
of the party of picknickers caught on
rlo long trestle near Dawson several
years ago by the freight train, and
many were injured and others killed.
She lost her foot by the mishap. This
is the first time the proceeding has
come up fat trial, although the aci-
dent happened over three years ago.
Federal Court Injunction.
Thet Illinois Central railroad *yes-
terday In the federal court instituted
an injunction snit against A. j.
Thompson, administrator of the late
Judson Pierce, and Lawyers Hendrick
and Miller, to restrain them from
anther proceeding with the suit in the
state courts of Thompson, adminis-
trator of Pierce, against the I. C. for
damages.
Pierce was killed in the local yards
of the T. C. 'several years ago and
Hendrick & Mier, as lawyers for
Thompson, alto was placed in charge







WZ ANSIVIR ALL QITLITIONS
We want every sick woman or girl to write us fullyabout her ease, so we can help her. Describe plaint"what is wrong with you, stating age, and we will sendyou Fres Advice, In plain, sealed savelcce. All kittiesstrictly confidential. Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept.,The Chattanooga Medicine Co. Chattanooga, Tann.
Ignorant Suffering




All those bearing-Gown pains, headaches, back-
aches, cramps, dizziness, etc., can be cured by Cardul.
Not only CAN, but SHOULD. To allow them to
come back every month, is to invite loss of health and
happiness.
Irregular menstruation, bad breath, poor blood—all
results of female weakness, in young or old, can be
cured with Cardui. Try it.
At all drag stores in $1.00 bottles
"I COULD SCARCELY
Grr AR017Iflo,"
wrItes Mrs. F. J. Ashburn, of
CLutrange, Tenn., "for pain at
ay monthly periods. I had bear-
ing-down pains, head ached everyday and ay boat hurt so I couldscare* stand. II was tired and
ran down, and thought I couldn't
bre. Since taking Cardtd, how-
ever, I have greatly Improved and
feel better than I have for years.
If it wen not for Cardui Isigbt -now be under the ground."
cuit court for damages from the road,
account the killing. It was trans-
ferred to the federal court at defend-
ant's request, and then thrown out of
comet. The plaintiff's continued pros-
ecuting the action in the state court,
where they lost, but on appealing, got
the appellate bench to revers the low.
er state court and order a nety trial,
which is yet to come up. The I. C,
claims the state court has no jurisdice
tion, and asks the federal. court to
prevent Thompson and his lawyers
irons proceeding further with the lit-
igation. On the action being filed yes-
terday Clerk John Puryear of the
United States court issued the enjoin-
ing order, and forwarded the palaces
to Judge Walter Evans of Louisville,
who is presiding officer for the federal
triibunal here. The judge decides
whether the temporary injunction in-
sued by the cleric, shall be made ef
fective until the coming term of
United States court, which convenes
the third Monday next month, at






The Establishment Will Be Sold to
Pay Off Judgment Given for
Debts.
Lawyers Oliver & Oliver yesterday
received word from the appellate
bench at Frankfort that they won the
suit contesting for property to pay
of debts of J. C. and G. W. Mc-
In 1889 Oliver Sc Oliver brought
slit for Samuel & E. Fels, of this city
and the Torian-Barber Hat company
of Evansville, against J. C. and G. W.
McLoed, who were in *oiliness at Ben
ton and who owed these firms money
amourstMg to $800. Judgment was
gotten for the entire amount but was
never paid off by the McLoecks. Dur-
ing toao a flour mill was built at Birm
ingham, Ky., and put in the name of
G. W. McLoed. It cost about ;goon.
'Iwo years ago the lawyers filed suit
against the lIcLoeds to enforce col-
lection of the $800 jtsdgment gotten
year, before and also attached the
mill property. G. W. McLoeci claim-
ed the property wee hie alone, while
the lawyers claimed it  belonged to
both the McLeods. In the circuit
court at Benton the McLoeds won
on decision of Judge Reed, but At-
torneys Oliver & Oliver appealed the
proceeding to the appellate bench,
where yesterday word comes from
that decisions had been rendered re-
versing Judge Reed, the highest tri
bunal determining that the property
1
belonged to both the hicLoeds.
In tha...meantims-Joe-hfelseied--fried
a petition in bankruptcy, and at the
intsance of Attorneys Oliver & Oli-
ver, the trustee was named in the
!person of Judge Robert L. Shemwell.
Now the appellate bench order, that
,the nail property be turned over to
Trtotee Shenvwell to he sold and
what money needed taken to pay off
the $800 judgment.
Right Rind of Practical Politics
(Minneapolis Journal.)
At Atlanta the president took a
characteristic shot at the element
which construes practical politics to
mean nothing but dirty politics; in
other words, graft politics. The pres-
ident has given the country an illus-
tration of practical politics which is
not dirty. The country is learning
that the word politics hat a legiti-
mate meaning. The men who go into
politics to do for their country, state
1 or city are learning to be as practi-
cal as the fellows who go into poli-
tics to do their country, state or
city. The most practical thing the
good politician can do is to help the
bad politician into, jail.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for tike least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
[. Rehkopt Sdddlery Co.,




THE OFFICIAL REQUEST TO
BE SENT THROUGH NAVY
SECRETARY.
Mayor Yeiser Preparing to Forward
Other Data Asked For by Com-
missioner Winterhalta.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said that
next Monday evening when the coun-
cil meets he will put before them the
question of having municipal legisla-
tive boards officially extend an invita-
tion for the United States gunboat
Paducah to visit this city next spring
to receive the fine silirer service to be
bought for her. The council will con-
firm the invitation which will then
be put before the aldermen the fol-
lowing Thursday evening, for ratifi-
cation. The invitation will be sent
the secretary of navy for the federal
government, inasmuch as Commender
Winterhaita of the gunboat says it re-
mains with the secretary as to wheth-
er the craft will come here for the
visit. Of course the invitation is for
the vessel and officers and crew, but
the reguiatione prescribe it go
through the navy secretary.
The mayor is also having some pk-
ttlree made of different persons whom
the officers of the boat want to adorn
their office.
Jkist ai soon as the mayor gets the
official invitation issued, and other
documents compiled, he will forward
all to the gunboat and secretary of
navy.
Australia has a "State Journalist'?
A Sydney newspaper man, John
Plummier. has been engaged at a sal-
ary of $2,000 a year to write articles
in the British. American and conti-
nental papers in defense of the com-
monwealth, its legislation and its ad-
ministration.
Merely Publishes the Fact
(Minneapolis Journal.)
A woman does not make a fool of
a man. She merely brings it out into
public view.
The Earl of Aberdeen belongs to
perhaps the longest lived family in
the British peerage. The title, which
was granted in 1682, was in the pos-
session of the fourth bearer only in
T96o.
BOTH THROWItOUT
MR. JAMES FULLER AND HIS
MOTHER-IN.LAW THE
VICTIMS.
Pitched Out of the Former's Buggy
Yesterday on Burnett Street and
Painfully Hurt.
Yesterday afternoon at 4:30 o'clock
Mr. James Fuller and his mother-in-
law were thrown from the forterer's
'buggy and painfally injured, the acri-
dent happening on Burnett between
Eleventh and TweWth streets They
are now confined at the Rayburn
home in cos Clay street.
Mr. Fuller is the well known for-
mer Paducahan and member of the
school board who Fast year bought a
fine farm near Maxon'c Mill, and
moved out there. Yesterday he had
been to the city on business and about
4:30 o'clock started back home, ac-
companied by his mother-in-law, who
is quite an aged lady, and who was
going out for a brief visit.
In leaving town Mr. Fuller drove
around up Eleventh and was on Bur-
nett when he and another vehicle col-
lided, with result that the light.huggy
was overturned and Mr. Fuller and
Mrs. Rayburn both thrown out 'with
great force. The learsre ran up the
alley near there and was stopped by
parties who now have it at the Mao-
nor blacksmith shop holding same for
the owner.
Some friend came along in his rig
and picking tip Mr. FuNer and Mrs.
Rayburn, took themi 'home -where they
are now resting well. Fortunately no
bones were broken, but Mr. Fuller is
cut on the arm, knee and badly
bruised, while unusually severe contu-
sions exist on the body of Mrs. Ray-
burn.
Mr. Fuller expects to go on home
today if be is able.
Hint for Stylish Chappies
(Itarper's Wleekly )
Dudes. take notice! They are turn-
ing up the eleevee of frock coats in-
stead of trousers in London. But we
are solemnly "warned" by a fashion
paper "against the mistake of hav-
ing both trousers and sleeves turned
up while walking, such a style being
correct only for carriage wear."




LORD TAKES CHILD THAT WAS
ABANDONED BY PAR-
ENTS.
Fary Florence Expired Yesterday Aft-
ernoon at the Home of the
Friendless.
Yesterday afternoon at 2:10 o'clock
there died at the Home of the Friend-
less on Bernheim avenue, near Thir-
teenth sbreet, the little girl that was
found about one month since in the
yard of Judge Richard T. Lightfoot
of West Jefferson street. The child
was known only by its Christian name
of Mary Florence. The funeral will
occur this morning at to o'clock at
the home, and be followed with inter-
ment at Oak Grolo cemetery. The
funera I ceremonies will be preached
by Rev. T. J. Owen o (the Methodist
c hurch.
The last week of September Judge
Lightfoot early one morning found
a little day old girl lying in his yard
in a basket, where some one had de-
serted the urchin that was left wrap-
ped up lightly. The judge turned it
over to the Home of the Friendless
where it was named Mkry Florence,
for Matron Florence Rapier and As-
sistant Matron Mary E. Farmer.
The child at first seemed to be
healthy, hut as if. inanition was pre-
vailing, and the urchin gradually wast-
ed away. until claimed by death, el-
thong% the physician worked herd to
save its life.
Immediately after being found ly-
ing in the judge's yard, the detectives
started to working on the case, but
have never yet been able to unravel
the mystery, although at times they




The final chapter of the serial novel
was two columns long, but the editor
had only one inch of spare for it.
Accordingly he compressed the he-
ro's tragic end into the following par-
agreph:
"Arthur took a small brandy, then
his hat, his departure, besides tro
notice of 'his pursuers, Meantime a re-
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Russia as a government seems to
be tottering. The past two days the
growing revolution took on much
stronger life, jut:ging from the reports
from that land.. The soldiery which
was leas suspected of being dsposed
to revolt. has shown signs of sym-
pathy with the people. The reports
are somewhat conflicting as to the ex-
tent of the troubles, but it is clear
that the news is being censored and
the full facts thus withheld. There
must come great concessions to the
people without nitieti further delay or
a clash which will flow much blood.
The people of Russia have well lost
all restraint and each day adds to the
aggravation and only kindles greater
the fire. The outlook means not only
•the damage if not the downfall of
Russia as a government, but suffering
h and misery now and hereafter for her
many deluded people. "A hou e di-
vided against itself must fall" prom-
ises another verification.
The city is to get into another law-
suit. The ordinance which attaches a
forfeiture of their one thousand-dol-
lar bond to any saloonkeeper who
sells liquor on Sunday is to be tested.
There is much importance attached to
this legal fight. If the law is not
good there will remain little restraint
- on the saloonkeepers from Sabbath
breaking, and this offense against
good order and the peace of the come
t now h. The
irunity will grow common and a
greater nuisance than i 
 NoT uNT1L FRIDAy
city authorities will owe it to the peo-
ple to fight this contest of law to the
highest courts, without any delay. The
saloonkeepers' ordinance 'mentioned
should be made to stick if possible.
CHURCH NOTES
PROTRACTED MEETINGS BE
GUN AT SECOND BAPTIST
CHURCH .
Meeting to Be Held This Afternoon
by Religious Census People—
New Minister Preaches.
A series eif revival meetings have
been started at the Second Baptist
church, :he first being preached last
night. They are under direction of
the pastor, Rev. Earl H. Cunningham,
who will be assisted by Rev. C. P.
Roney, who is already here. Every-
body is -,cordially invited to attend,
and especially the church workers of
all denominations.
Returned Home.
Rev. T. C Gebaner left yesterday
at noon for his home in Henderson,
after spending a week or ten days
here in the interest of the Sunday
school work of the state, he being
the field secretary, for Kentucky.
Religious Census.
Yesterday morning at the Minis-
terial association meeting in the Y. ht.
C. A. the ministers discussed the re-
ligious census taken of the city and
eounty yesterday and Saturday, and
decided to meet this afternoon with
Rector David Wright, of Grace Episs
copal church, for the purpose of tabu-
lating the cards turned in by the
workers, showing the names of every-
body ,etc.
Reformation Day.
Reformation day serVkes will be
held next Sunday at the German
Lutheran church, they not having
been conducted last Sabbath because
Rev. Ilten was absent preaching in
the county.
New Minister.
Rev. J. W. Cantrill Sunday filled the
ahe Mechanicsburg M. E. church pul-
pit for the first time since being as-
signed here by the Louisville confer-
ence which has charge of the congre-
gation. Hit made a fine impression.
He also has charge of the Hickory
Grove, Graves county church, and
preaches here one Sunday and there
the next. That place will be his
home.
St. Frances de Sales.
At 7 and is a. mu. tomorrow morning
services will be held at St. Frances
de Sales and' then at 7:30 o'clock
Thursday morning. Tomorrow morn-
ing at 10e30 o'clock services will be
held at Grace church. These services
are commemorative of All Saints'
Day and AM Souls' Day.
Minister Back
Rev. W. E. Cave returned yesterday
morning from a trip to Heneies-son.
.Chairman Shouts of the Isthmian
canal commission denies that there is
any friction between him and Secre-
tary Taft. Shonts haying taken the
cotmisission place at the invitation of
Taft need not have said there was no
friction between them. He is an ap-
pointee of the secretary and took the
place on the removal' of Mt. Wal-
lace in a rather underhand w_y, and
knows his boss too well to cross him
Shouts will accept the conditions aris-
ing in the matter of the canal just
like he accepted the office of commis-
sioner. His denial was a waste of
words for the reason which appears
so clear.
Today week the November election
occurs. Though what is known as
an 'off year election" and not gen-
era!, so many contests are to be set-
tled, these being largely municipal,
that mach interest attaches to the re-
sults. This week will pass none to.*
rapidly in many places to bring an
end to the heated canvasses which are
now dosing. If the people of many
places are not cooler headed at the
fall of the ballots than they have been
in the campaigns it is feared many
serious conficcts will occur during the
time. It is safe to predict that Tues-
day next will be a historical day.
President Roosevelt should return
to Washington again today. He was
last night near enough to the Vir-
ginia Capes to have passed them by
night. Sunday and yesterday fore-
noon particularly the West Virginia
bad some rough experience at sea, the
weather peing blustery. AM 'reports
from the craft, however, reported' the
president well and enjoying the trip
homeward
The contract has be n let for a $2,-





Two More Trustees for County Dis-
tricts Have Been Heard From
Organizing Clubs.
Although today is the end of the
calendar month, the resignation of
Mlis) Happy Newell from the public
school does not become effective un-
til next Friday, Which is the end of
the scolastic month, that is a period
extending over four weeks. The
board will elect her successor at its
monthly- scsion one week from to-
night, and at the same time select Pro
lessor Rudolph permanently to take
the place of Miss F.Ana Barnett, who
resigsed. He has been temporarily in
that position until the trustees meet'.
Supt. Lieb has a number of names'
from which to choose Miss Newell's
SLICCes6011%
County Trustees.
'Supt. Billington, of the county
schools has received a report from
another district out in the county,
thowing the names of new school
tratees #lectest. The district is No.
29, and W. H. Rudolph was elected
trustee for two years and S. L. Trice
for three years.
High School Clubs.
The 'high school pupils have organ-
ized a club for especial study of Ger-
man, music, poetry and language, Da-
vid Yei,er, Jr.. being president, and
Miss Elsie Hotwischer ,aerretary.
Mi s Smith will direct them, she be-
ing the teacher of modern languages
at the high school. The pupils have
also organized a debating club, with
Thomas Wooldridge, president, and
Brent Jane" secretary. The first de-
bate occurs Friday night at the audi-
torium, and they will invite their
friends to witsess the program now
being arranged.
Mill Man Hurt.
Foreman C. Morgan of the Fergie
eion-Palener mill is suffering from a
painful gash on his head, caused by a
piece of timber flying from the revolv-




DETECTIVE MOORE WENT TO
LEBANON, TENN., AFTER
MAN.
Will Stall, Colored, Charged With
Stealing Two Cows From Bud
Elrod, Arrested.
Last evening at 6:4e o'clock Detec-
tive 'T. J. 'Wore left for Lebanon,
Tenn., after Frank James, the negro
caught there and who is to be brought
back to Paducah to answer the charge
of shooting Gabe Fletcher, co'ored,
about two years ago, during a fight
near Fifth and Boyd streets. The de-
tective gets batit tonitht 44th 'his
man, and possibly todaylit noon
owloomomi
Alleged Cow Thief.
Will Stall, colored, was. arrested
yesterday by Detectives Meore and
Baker on the charge of stealing two
cows from Bud Elrod, of the county
The darky was locked up.
One week from last Sunday Ekod
bought two cows here in the city and
put them in charge of his hired man
Stall, with instructions to take them
to his home in the county. Elrod says
that Stall did not show up until. last
Wlednesday, and then claimed the
cows had gotten away from him and
he had been spending the three days
looking for the lost bovines. Elrod
suspicioned that th•s was wrong and
during the past day or two visited
this. and adjoining counties looking
for the animals. Yesterday Elrod
caught on to the fact that Stall was
getting ready to quit working for
him, and Elrod then got out the war-
rant charging him with stealing the
animals.
Not Yet Caught.
As yet the police have not caught
the unknown white man who serious-
ly cut John Johnson, colored, Satur-
day evening at the Alex Storris sa-
loon on lower Court street. Johnson
was given quarters at the city lock-




The expected is happening in Rus-
sia. During the last year of the war
with Japan the patriots have been
carefully sowing the seeds of revolu-
tion. Natnra;ly the revolution has
taken a different form from. that of
France or America. In Rugai4, un-
less we are mistaken, a strike is
against the law. Dining the war
many thousands of workingmen
throughout Russia took advantage of
the genearl discontent to go on
strikes. This movement me-ale"
beginning of a revolution, h4t the
government was powerless to pet' it
down.
rust what would be the result when
the war was over, no one could say:
but coming events ere casting their
shadows before. It is impossible to
mistake the significance of the inci-
dents in St. Petersburg, Warsaw,
Lodz and other Russia cities. The
people have started the revolution by
instituting strikes. The soldiers are
coming home, and it remains to be
seen whether they will join with the
revolutionists or shoot them down at
the order of a puny and pendant au-
tocrat.
The Czar's establidhment of a legis-
lature that can't legislate has npt de-
ceived the people of Russia. The
Douma is practically without any par-
liamentary powers. Its members will
be elected by the peoples but it will
be alkrwed only to suggest laws for
the consideration of the Czar. The
latter will continue, therefore, to be
the legislative as well as the execu-
tive, judicial and religious head of
the empire. If the DottMa confines
itself to the functions prescribed for it
by the Czar, it will soon degenerate
into a howling farce.
But there is one possibility of
promise that has escaped the Czar. If
the members of the Douma 3houid, be
resolute and determined men like the
old barons of England, theyinay con-
stitute the Dolma an independent
parliament, and wrest from the Czar
a recognition of its integrity. This,
of course, would be another step in
the revolution, and it would have the
sanction of ninedezths of the people.
The greatest otrstacle in the path of
the patriots is, of cemese, the army.
Armies are a part of imperialists.
They are indeed its backbone. But
the soldiers of the Czar leave had a
terrible time in Manchuria. They have
had to suffer' all sorts of etiminal dli-
comforts. They have been underpaid
and underclothed. They have in
many instances been on the point of
mutiny, and so they are an uncertain
factor. The Czar cannot count upon
them, and they may even help to well
the tide of revolution when they come
home.
The Erreperor and Empress of
Gerrrvany have let it he understood
that they will not receive presents of
any kind on the twenty-fifth anrri-
vermeil of their wedding, which will
occur next year.
As the result of the bursting of a
water mein in one of Chicago's prin-
cipal streets tlwee persous lost their





MR. BAKER ARRIVES THEN TO
PREPARE FOR POWHATAN
ENTERTAINMENT.
Cotillion Club Entertains This Even-
ing With Dance at the Palmer—
Social Calendar.
Mrs. Charles Johnson yesterday re-
ceived a letter from W. E. Eaker,
who stated he would arrive .here next
Monday to begin making arrange-
ments for Powhatan, which will be
produced for the benefit of the Home
of. the Friendless the last of next
month.
Just as 900n as he ches this city
the caste wil.b be got together and
the first rehtiersab wi be held at the
Red Men's hill, which ha., been pro-
cured for the occasion,
Dance This Evening.
This evening the Cotillion chit will
give its first winter dance at the Pal-
mer and it will be a delightful affair.
Entertained at Euchre.
Mrs. Cherie. E. Richardson, of
West Broadway, entertained yester-
day afternoon with a charming, card
party at her home, complimentary to
Mrs. Harry G. Tandy, of Frankfort,
Ky.
Hallow'een Tonight.
Marry gatherings and social affairs
will be held this everting on account
ot it being Halow'eete
Crescendo Club.
This evening at the residence of
Miss Virginia Newell, of North Sev-
enth sereet, the fiest formal enter-
tainment will be given by the Cres-
cendo club which consists of the tal-
ented young musician, belonging to
the class of instruction conducted by
Miss Newell. It will be a most
charming Halloween gathering.
Delphic Chili.
The Delphic club meets this morn-




Miss Pearl Miller and Mr. Lindsey
Locke marry tomorrow at the home
cf the bride's father, Mr. T. G. Mil-
ler, of near the Union depot. •
Netting Party,
Mrs. Jolut Bryan chaperoned a
crowd of young people out nutting
Sunday morning and alter si jolly day
they arrived home about 6:30. Those
prelim( were: Misses Jessie Houston,
Nel Hotchkiss, Beulah Stringer, Net-
tie. Stringer. Birtie Poyner, Beulah
Poyner, Nettie Whit*, Lena Hoaston,
iiryan, Edna Balmy: Messrs.
Jim Roberts, Lonnie Ciente:- - "-n
Beal, Aubrey hfcGrere -v, la-
been, Willie Goheen, Allen r s-
WTA. ,Watwood, Wilbert Nowlin,
Gorifostaanner and Mr. Robert Lane.
Starry This Evening.
This evening BA 8 o'clock there will
be united in marriage Mies Nionina
Braswell and Mr. Joseph V. Green,
at the home of the bride, 408 South
Fifth street. The ceremony will be
performed by Rev. Peter Fields, of
the Thirst *erect Methodiet church,
while the pair will live at the pres
tot home of the young lady.
The pretty and popular young lady
is the efficient and pleasing operator
in the toll room of the East Tenor.-
see Telephone company, while the
groom is the eetegerrted and affable
member of the No. fire department
of this city.
1 New Orleans' regarding the yellowfever visitation as practically ended,
hi now seeking to adopt measures
which will forever bait the plague.
Wed at Danville, Ill.
Tomorrow morning at to o'clock at
the home of the bride in Denville,
there will be united in marriage Miss
Eleanor Jack, of that place, and Mr.
Herman Karnes, of this. city. After
the nuptial, the couple leave for a
trip through the North and returning:
here take up their home at 927 North,
Seventh street.
The young lady is the handeonna:
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Jack, of Danville. and has visited
here where she is quite popular.
Mr. Karnes is engaged with his
father. William Kerne", in the gen-
eral contracting and house building
business, and is alprogreesive and es-
timable young man.
Miss Grace Barstow of San Fran-
cisco is the only woman violin maker
in the United States and probably in
the world. Moreover, she is a fine
performer on the instruments of 'her
own making. She is experimenting
with native redwood as a base bar.
The old St. Charles saloon at Mays-
ville, known from Pittsburg to New
Orleans, and incidentally the only sa-
loon in that section of the state
where a court had convened, is to pas*
out of existence, a reading and re-
ception roons taking its place.
Over scow° people and more than
3.000 vessels of different kinds were
present at tire laying of the corner-
stone of Genoa's new harbor works
by King Victor Fhwmanuel.
RUSSIA TOTTERS
(Concluded Prom Page One.)
ii,, the evening thes.e were cabled to
him. Secretary Rco: declined togiv&
oqt the text of Mr. Eddy's dispateh.
In diplomatic circles the news from
Russia during the past few days has
caused a profound impression.. Those
conversant with existing- conditions
in Russia were prepared to hear at
any time of tlisordersi growing out of
the unsettled condition of affairs
there, but they are amazed that these
should have grown to such magnitude
and got almost beyond the control
of the atithoritie
Ugly Rumors.
Odessa, Oct. 30.—There are persis-
tent rumors. in circulation here today
that the crews of the vessels compos-
ing the Black Sea fleet mutinied on
arriving at Sarneunon, or, the coast
of Apia Minor, killed Admiral Bireleff
and Admiral Chouknin and sailed
back to Sevastopol, after hoisting the
revolutionary flag.
It is impossible to verifiwthe ru-
mors.
The authorities are confiscating all
political telegrams.
RETAIL DEALERS
NUMBER OF IMPORTANT QUES
TIONS COME UP BEFORE
THEM.
Benton Hotel Company Meets Thurs-
day to Perfect Organisation—
Business World News.
Tomorrow evening the Retail Mer
chants' Association will bold its
monthly meeting at the Builders' As-
sociation headquarters on South
Fourth street beside the serect ear
office. The retail business men have
to come before them a number of
important questions private to all but
themselves. This is the first gather-
ing since they started the'idea of re-
fundiag to outside customers their
railroad fare if they came from a
point within 75 mile* and bought as
much as $3o worth from the raenh
hers of the local association.
Directors' Meeting.
Tomorrow at LaCenter is the.tisne
for the directors oi that incorporated
town to hold their monthly session,
but as they had a called meeting only
a week or ten days ago diem will
hardly be any tomorrow, as there is
nothing to come before them demand
ing immediate attention
Move Shortly.
The Commercial club will in a few
days get moved from its present guar
tens over acros. the street to the
Met. Rosa Robertson building, the
front offices on the ground floor of
which are being fixed op nicely for
the headquarters of this business or-
ganization.
New Position.
Mr. Frank Davis has reigned his
place in the office of the News-Demo-
crat arid taken the position of book-
keeper for the gas company, under
the new management.
Mr. Thin Simon, superintendent of
motive power for the car company,
who resigned wpon the change took
place, will remain with the new own-
ers until the first of December, so as
to be of whatever service possible in
getting the new officials acquainted
with the system coming under his su-
pervision.
No Den l On.
'Manager T. A. Pendky, of the Ow-
ensboro opera house. Sunday went to
Mier/aphis. Tenn., aher visiting this
place. lie controls a chain of play-.
/houses at Owensboro. Eaert St. Louis,
Memphis and other places, and it was
rutriored was trying to get the man-
agement of the local theater, but the
Owners here say the place is not for
kase, they doing well enough running
it Themselves.
, Promoters Went Home.
Mr. Charles Crump. of Columbus,
Ind., returned hortic Sunday at noon.
as did Mr. N. F. Whitesides, of
Franklin, Tod., they being members
of the company promoting the inter-
urban road between this city and
C_ariro, and came here to attend the
meeting held Saturday by those inter
ested, for the purpose of fixing up




Thursday at Benton a meeting will
he head by the people who are organ-
1
izing the stock company that will con
truce there the fine hotel in dontemp
lation. The $to.000 worth of stock
has been stihscribed, and at the eons-
ire* session the concern. will be named
(Ater§ elected and everything gotten
in shape for filing the incorporating
Iarticles. The owners 
of the hostelry
expect to have work started on same
by the middle of n-exf month, which
I' a little over two weeks from now
It is reported that the RutMan
priest, gather Gapon, who was active
in the trotibles at St. Petersburg in
January of this year, has heft Chris-
t tiania for the tottirtent.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND p




(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINOLA.
No change in formula or package.
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money wilt be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discolorations, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
caoes in ao days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price so cts and $1.00. Sold in
each city by all leading druggists, or
by mail.
Prepared only by.
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tenn.







RETURN OF THE FAVORITES.
The Glittering Comic Opera Success.
The forbidden land
Book by Guy F. Steely
Music by Frederic Chapi,,
WITH THE COMEDIAN
EDWARD GARVIL
The Original Cast and Great Beauty
Chorus, mounted and costumed
with lavish splendor.
65—PEOPLE--65
Two carloads of scenery.
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. m.






CHAS A C. HORN
MASON & MASON
In the Big Musical Extravaganza
FRITZ AND SNITZ
With a company of
SIXTY PEOPLE
INCLUDING
THE FAMOUS BEAUTY CHORUS
Prices: 25, 35, so, 73 arid Shoo.









Presenting the Young Southrt
Actor
MR. JEWSLL KELLY, 4
Supported by an all star cast
fOpening play Thursday night.
Ladies free Thursday night under
usual conditions.
Pries: soc, 20c end 30c. Matinees,
toe and 20c.
Mist Jessie Ackerman, a misssion-
ary, recently put on a diver's suit in
Ceylon and brought up ftom the








































































































































Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.







A FIRE BURNED ROOF OFF
HOME OF MRS. HUDSON
LAST NIGHT.
Defective Flue Started Small Fire
Sunday Morning at Home of
Eustus Petter.
Last evening about 7 o'clock fire
burned the roof off the frame dwell-
ing sitting beside the Yeiiser & No-
vie coal office and warehouse, on
Broadway between Eleventh and
Twelfth streets.
The home is occupied by Mrs.
Sarah E. Hudson and the fire started
in the attic with the result that the
rail was ablaze by the time there
arrived two of the fire departments,
one from Tenth and Clay streets and
the other from Tenth and Jones
streets. The stationmen quickly had
streams playing on the roof and it
was shortly extinguidwd. The loss
ab the building will, be several hun-
dred dollars, while the household fur-
niture was damaged more or less by'
water and also a little fire, but the
Mese was Mainly confined to the roof
and attic portion of the building.
Defective Floe.
Sunday -morning a defective fine
started a sown fire at the home of
Mr. Enstus Better, on Elizabeth
rtreet betwetn Sixth and Seventh.
The department of that vicinity put
out the fire without any Nisi; to
amount to anything.
HASN'T RETURNED
BANKER W. B. SMITH HAS NOT
SHOWN UP AT LOUIS-
VILLE YET.
On Leaving the Metropolis First cit
This Month He Promised to
• Return October a9th.
•••
`Former Banker W. B. Smith has
not yet returned to Looisville, where
a number of indictments have been,
brought in against him in the United
Estates court on the charge of improp-
er management of the Western Na-
tioral bank, which had him for the
prtsideat scr quite a while. When he
left the first of tbis month he said
he would be back last Sunday, but has
not shown up, according to the fol-
lowing dispatch of last night:
'W. B. Smith, under indictment on
changes of embezzling the funds of
the Western National bank, failed to
reach- Louisville yesterday to 'keep
his appointment with his attorney,
W. M. Smith, or, if be did arrive
in Losikille, kept himeeli secluded.
Smith was doe in Louisville ye'rter-
day, according to an armouncernent
1st made when be left Louisville, os-
tensibly fiat Porto Rico, on OttobT
s. At that time he told persons froth,
Louisville that he would return. This
same iniormationi was conveyed from
him to his attorney, and Mr. Smith
expected him to appear yesterday,
'bet nothing was 'seen of him.
"Smith did not call on his attor-
?WY* yesterday, at any rate. His
friends still express their belief that
he pill retann to face his trial, with-
out the neceskity of being arrested by
The United States aecret service men."
A bulletin issued by •tie bureau of
etatistics of the dipOrtment of com-
merce estimates that the foreign
coruntecce of the United States for the
calendar year is rote than $t,009,-
000,000.




ABOUT 2,000 PEOPLE OUT FOR
UNVEILING SERVICES ON
SUNDAY.
Paducah Physicians Go to Arlington
Medical Society Meeting— Ses-
sions of Other Bodies.
About 90 Woodmen of the World
went down from here to near Hinkle
ville Sunday and participated in the
monument unveil mg ceremonies over
the grave of the late Brother H. T.
Hook, who died some months ago.
The ceremonies occurred at the fam-
ily cemetery where 2.000 people as-
sembled, and after the exercises a
big barbecue was enjoyed, lamb, mut-
ton, roast pig, beef and other delica-
cies being served in profusion.
The party from here went down at
9:30 o'clock in the morning and re-
turned on the night train. It-was the
bigge-t gathering held around there
for years.
Medical Society Meets.
Dr. Phil Stewart, Dr. C. E. Pur-
cell and several other physicians and
specialists of this city leave this morn
ing for Arlington, Ky.. to attend the
semi-annual meeting of the South-
western Medical society which con-
venes there and finishes its business
in today's session. A number of the
local professional men are down on
the program for papers, and expecta-
tions are that the gathering will he
one of the most successful held by the
medicos, for many years.
Knights a Columbus.
Sundry the ineialkstion ceremonies
Ifor the new lodge Knights of Colum-bus were conducted here as outlinedthrongh these columns they would be.
At 7 o'clock that mornint the special
Lonisville train came in with about
125 aboard, while knights from other
towns increased the combined num-
ber of vieitors to nearly aoci. The
knights in a body attended services in
the morning at St. Fraseis de Sales
while in the afternoon the ceremonies
of installing the new lodge were start
ed and finished shortly before 6
e'clock. At 9 o'clock in the evening
the bifs banquet at the Palmer otarted
and del not come to a close until af-
ter midnight, when the Louisville
special returned hornewstrd, and car-
ried what brethren were going that
way. The balance departed on the
next trains for thait -respective.
homes. .
Cairo installs a new lodge of this
nature at that city November t9th
and mnny. Padticaltans will *go down.
Drummers Will Meet.
On account of many of the travel-
ing men being out on the road for
the past week, the carnival promoters
cannot hold the meeting they desire
for the purpose of winding up the
bushiest occasioned by their festival
of several weeks ago. Yesterday
morning the ladies of the Chanty
club were ready for a settlement
with Treasurer Sim Hecht, but the
latter could not make same because
of the absence of Mr. Milton Sanchez,
who had charge of the Arneeican Inc
in conjunctios with the good women.
Mr. Hecht hag his statements all
ready to maks and things will be
wound up next Saturday night, be-
cause that is the regular meeting
night , for. the drummers and many
will be in.
Y. M. C. A. DDirectors.
The director, for the Y. M. C. A.
will meet tonnorrow night and bold
theisopo-Sponed meeting.
In a fire at Raleigh, N. C., the de-
stroyed the priests' house at Nazareth
Orphanage three persons were seri-
ously injured, one perhaps fatally.
The great Shinto rites were held in
a Tokio cemetery. Admiral Togo ad-
dressed the departed spleita. elogis-




You wou1dift7ilaink of presenting a
piece that was not strictly high-grade
—if you 1Mew it The best grade,
finest cuttings—pt the fairest prices—
And the largest selections are our in-
ducernente for your cut glees trade.
J. L. WOLFF





mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.








Why is it When a trip you'd make.
Unto some other clime,
And to the ̀trait your \way betake
An hour dined of time—
Why is it when with al; your traps
You wait and, wait and, wait,
Until you're ready to collapse.
The train is always late?
Why is it when you've minutes ten
To get aboard that train,




And then one second late arrive,
By all the shades of crime,
WThy most .ahat engine, sakes alive,
Go puffing off on time?
The body of Bentligo, the old-time
011WiliSt was removed recently from
the graveyard in ,:Nottingham, Eng-
land. The ins9ription on the tomb
was; "In life bk was bold, brave as
a lion; in death like a lamb, tranquil
in Zion."
ON' THE RAILS I WILL FIGHT
GENE-R.:I. INSPECTION TRAIN
FOR THE I C. R. R. COMES
HERE SOON.'
LEM JONES PREPARING TO
TEST THE CITY SALOON-
KEEPERS ORDINANCE.
Sick Man Disappears From the Hos- Lawyers for Him Wi'l Claim Laws
pital Ambulance—Another Has Enacted by City Are Invalid in
Collar Bone Boken. This Connection.
Superintendent Egan, of the Louis-
ville division of the Illinois Central
railroad, arrived, here yesterday from
Louisville, and expects the general in-
spection train to reach his division on
the Toth and 20th of next month. It
is the train with aboard the roadmas-
ters and division superintendents- of
the ent:re system, they now being 011
the western Lines of the road.
--
Escaoed From Ambulance.
J. W. Edwards. of the Tennessee
division for the took ill with ty-
phoid fever and Sunday was plat
aboard the train at Woodstock, Tennt
and sent here for treatment in thel
railroad hospital. Driver Pat M,cGar- i
rigal met Edwards at the depot with
the ambulance and started to the hos-
pital with him. On reaching the in- .
stitution MicGarrigal got out to take'
Edwards in from the ambulance, and
to his surprise found the sick man
had escaped from the vehicle. Ed-
wards proved to be delirious and was
found, sitting in a gutter near Twelfth
and Jones by Officer James Clark,
who took hinl to the City Hall. where
the hospital people were called. Ed-
wards was taken to the hospital and
yesterday was better. He remem-
bered nothing about getting away.
Collarbone Broken.
Sunday morning John Eison, white,
brought to this city from Clax-
ton, Ky., and. placed in the railroad
hospital. He worked on the section
crew for the Louisville division of the
Illinois Central, and Saturday during
a handcar collision, was thrown off,
his left collarbone broken and other
injuries sustained.
Comes Downtown.
'Engineer J. T. Armstrong is able to
come down into the city now every
few days, and is cordially greeted by
his many friends who are glad to see
him out after his two months' confine-
ment, caused by injuries sustained
during the ObiOn, Tenn., wreck.
High Officials.
Fourth Vice-President W. J. Hara-
han and General Manager I. C.
Rawn, of the I. C., passed through
here Sunday afternoon, en route
Nashville, Tenn., where they joined
Peesident Fish and othter officials
who are there on business.
THE HUMOR OF LIFE
ile—"Kissing is a sure care for
freckles."
Site—"I have no freckles."
lie—"But it is a fine preventive."
Chicago Sun.
'Susie—"Just think! Tom says
there isn't a girl in towreavith a com-
plexion like mine."
Lucie—"Isn't he the knocker?"—
Cleveland Leader.
She—"They've been secretly en-
gaged for a year."
He—"Hlow do you know."
She—"Why, she's told almost ev-
erybody."—Chicago Journal.
"Why, certainly, a married woman
should be a law unto herself."
"Oh, more than that. She ought to
he a law unto her husband."—Brook-
lyn Life.
Biffkin•—"Do you mean to say that





"A man always gets on easier by
taking his wife's advice."
"Yes," answered Mr. Meekton.
"When things turn out haat/ there
isn't so much/ said."—Was'hin'gton
• Documents to be lodged today in
the circuit court will test the ordi-
nance under which Mlayor Yeiser is
empowered to revoke the licenses of
saloonkeepers, and also test that
which require:, grog,shop keepers to
execute bond of $1,00o to the city
when the license is granted them,
this bond being a guarantee to vio-
late none of the municipal laws. The
test of these ordinances will be mad,e
in the proceeding where the city is
suing former Saloonkeeper Lem Jones
and his bondsmen, Adolph and Lee
Weil, for the $1,00o bond the munici-
pality claims Jones forfeited 'when he
sold liquor on Sunday and for which
Mayor Yeiser revoked his license.
The license ordinance that became
effective the first of this year empow-
ers Mayor Yeiser to revoke the li-
cense o-1 any saloonkeeper who sold
on Sunday or broke any other munici
pal laws. Another ordinance that ,has
been in existence for ,ome years stip
. ate, that when. a man is granted a
li ease to open a saloon he must 1:51-
ecute bond in $1,000, to be forfeited
if he v;olates any of the prevailing
city ordinances or lows. The saloon-
keeper must always, give two or more
sureties on hi; bond, and Jones gave
Adolph and Lee Weil.
Later Jottes sold on Sunday, the
mayor took his license away and then
sped hm and sureties for forfeiture
of the $1,000 bond. Jones paid no at-
tention to the litigation and last week
Judge Reed in the circuit court order-
ed taken for confessed against Jones,
and set a day next week for the jury
to decide that Jones and sureties
should pay over the ;Loco to the city.
After this confessed nrder was made
by Judge Reed, Jones employed At-
torneys Crice dr R009 to represent
him, and these lawyers yesterday got
the judge to set aside the confession
order; whicti means that the case
goes on to trial like any other now,
Answer, demurrers, etc., will be filed
evidence taken and suit fought by
Jones and his lawyers.
Now today the attorneys lior Jones
will enter a general demurrer to the
suit of the city for forfeiture of the
Si,000 on the ground that first, that
the ordinance is illegal wherein it
gives the mayor the power to revoke
the saloonkeepers' licences of this
city for violation of the laws, and
second, that there is also invalid that
measure which compels the saloon-
keepers to give bond in guaralateeing
they will not infringe on any of the
laws prevailing.
Lawyee Ross yeiterday said the
state Jaws plainly provided penalties
that should he imposed for law viola-
tions, and also that legislative and
other enactments prevailed covering
the entire case, and that they would
fight the suit on the ground that the
municipality has no right to take
away the license of any saloonkeeper
neither can they obligate the latter to
forfeit $t,oiso for violations.
The fight being put up against the
ordinances will be watcher with es-
pecial interest by the saloonkeepers.
as they have been, bitterly opposed to
the drafts all along and, unsurcesAilly
attempted to get the mayor's power
taken away from him.
The Definition of the Defeated
gre—"Andi so you think I'm a co-
qutte? Why, I don't believe you
know what a coquette is."
He bitterly—"A croquette is a wo-
man who syndicates, her affections."
Mn-s. Peary, during the several.
Arctic expeditions whereon she ac-
companied her husband, became an
Star, expert and fearless walrus hunter.
fountain
Syringes
The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stratch in it








ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE OWES THAT HAVE MAD&
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-







7th & Jackson Sts. phone ar,& Clay Sts, phone 38.
The recollection of the quality al
cur prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel. 7*
Prescriptions called for and beim.




IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.




NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST 10C.
T. Hessig. M. D.
Office
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
—.1,••••
Best, Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to OurfiCoarThan thelOrdinarylCoal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)
C. M. BUDD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
s
I noLLow7e-miN ppoRcsinimmemumenlimouseavasenis
Tonight brings the annual recur-
rence of Hallowe'en which ranks
--±samong the chief red letter days of the
calendar to young people. Even the
chronic bachelor and the ,confirined
--aminster, whose long deferred realiza-
tion of matrimonial aspirations, might
seem to have killed these cherished
hopes, take an inteeest more or less
furtive in its observance.
The two days of the year dedicated
to lovers are Saint Valentine's and
the festal occasion to be celebrated
this evening. The former saint
means business. The lover in the
case has chosen his heart's desire and
is putting forth in his valentine a su-
preme effort to obtain what he wants.
The saint of All Hallowe'en presides
-*over less definite rites'. • .The maid and
man asking his assistance are usually
only as yet in love with love, and are
on the lookout for a peg on which to
hang their young affections. If they
do chance to possess a hidden prefer-
ence they still ask confirmation of this
choice. There is a sweet uncertainty
about the lover who makes his ap-
pearance on All Hallow's Eve entire-
ly lacking in one's Valentine. It us-
ually does not take the services cif a
Sherlock Holmes to reveal to the re- afraid of the sunlight, but the pa-
cipient of a Valentine missive its troll saints of All Hallows are imps
anonymous sender, but the Hal- of darkness. But what sentiment
lowe'en lover is delightfully ghostly lover is going to he balked of a Hal-
and unsubstantial. lowe'en view of his or her unknown
People the world over wish to peep enchanter and enchanrtess, as the case
and pry into the future and da.bble in may be. just because of a dread of
the occult. There are many ways in
which this leaning may be gratified
any day in the year. There are gipsy
fortime-tellers, palli readers and astro
logical devices, there are wedding
cakes to be slumbered on for success-
ive nights until the looked for happy
dreams visit the recipients' pillow.
There is one time honored feminine
device making certain the acquisition
of a 'desirable husband in which a yel-
low circlet, discreetly retired from
public view, performs the leading part.
' All these rites have their followers,
but the most infallible recipe for ob-
taining a lover is after all, simply an
observance of Hallowe'en.
For many generations the vigil of
AU Hallow's Eve has been made the
occasion of certain popular usages,.
 ‘1116111111111Me
such as the performance of spells by
young people to discover their future
life partners, and certain fileside rev-
elries, as cracking nuts and bobbing
for apples. Faries, witches and
devils are supposed to be abroad and
fun is rife. There are dozens of cur-
ious fortune-teking devices in vogue,
the apple being the most generally
used of all mediums. Lighted can-
dies, nuts, pumpkin-s are also fre-
quently used in these devices. There
is an antiquity about the traditions
and customs of Hallowe'en that ren-
der it very attractive, and appealing
both to the perennial interest in af-
fairs of sentiment and the unquench-
able love for the uncanny, which are
confined to no age or people, it be-
t-ornesenecessarily one of the most de-
lightful days in the year for young
people.
I-Fallowe'en is the one time of the
year when "stein' things at night" is
not dreaded, but welcomed, and the
timid maidens who is half afraid of
her own shadow will do all manner
of solitary tittle stunts at midnight
when Mb Halknv's Eve roils around
in order to discover her prospective
-fate: St. Valentine, good soul, is not
the dark? Rather would he prefer
a fleeting vision of the personified
fate.
"Though each particular hair does
i stand on end.
Like quills upon the fretful porcu-
pine."
What Rdbert Burns, the hard of
Hallowe'en sang of Scottish lads and
lassies many wars ago applies today
to twentieth century lovers:
"The auld guldvrife's well horded nuts
Are round an' round divided,
And monie las an' lassies' fates
Are there that night decided;
Some kindle, couthy, side by side,
•An' burn thegither trimly;
Some start awa' wi saucy pride
An' jump out owre the chimile.
Ftt high that night."
PECAN GROWING
't • SHOWS A PROFIT
Mississippi Farmers with Nut Trees
Are Prosperous
Jackson, Miss., Oct. 3o.—Mississip-
pi's pecan crop this year promises to
be the largest ever grown in the
state, and several horticulturalists I
who a few years ago planted pecan,
orchards are in a fair way to acctnnu-
late snug fortunes.
The crop is unusually abundant and
many of the growers sok! their prco-
pects in advance at stiff prices. The
bulk of the yield will be shipped
north, and Mississippi is now taking
rank as one of the principal sources
of supply in the United States for
this edilale nut.
When the fact is borne in mind
that choice pecans of the paper shell
variety are selling on the retail mar-
ket at 3o cents per pound, and that
many young trees of not over six
years growth will bear from. Ty) to
200 pounds, with the yield quadrupled
when the tree reaches the age of 12
years, the margin of profit in the ven-
ture is not hard to figure
Only a year or so ago a stock cons-
pany was organized on the Gplf
Coast with a capital of $loo,000 to en-
gage exclusively in pecan culture.
There are several fine pecan or-
chards in the vicinity of Jackson and
the owners are feeling quite happy
over the year's harvest, which is far
in excess of their expectations
USE FOR MURDERERS
Dr. Andrews Evolves Substitute for
Death Penalty
Lincoln, Neb.. Oct. 30.—Chancellor
E. Benjamin Andrews of the Univer-
sity of Nebraska, in an address be-
fore the National Prison congress. in
this city, last week, indorsed the in-
determinate sentence, but advocated
the death penalty in cases of a con-
firmed or hardened murderer, except
in the event such a criminal volun-
tarily offers his body for scientific ex-
periments. He said science can learn
nothing further from studying the
cadaver.
"One of the most useful services to
humanity," said the chancellor,
"Which a live human body could per-
form would be letting itself be ex-
perimented with, under anehthesia or
otherwise, to help solve outstanding
physiological or biological problems.
, A body used that way might easily
produce benefit to that race compared
with vrhich that of a soldier's death
in battle would seem trifling.
"One would not go so far as to
wish hardened murderers under con-
demnation forced against their wills
to serve science in the way named.
but if such a subject voluntarily !sub-
mitted himself for such services under
the strictest and most benevolent
guardianship it would seem that the
death penalty, et-en of an incaerigiblie
murderer, might justly be conmeited
t lierefot."




Whole Town Enlisted Against Ma*
Who Will Not Treat
T12 NOreie City, Mich., Oct. 30.—Be-
cause William Thomas of Northport
is a stanch church member and re-
fuses to treat, he and his bride, Miss
Lottie BuShneH. have been subject-
ed to a continuous charivari, the af-
fray growing in munbers and noise
nightly until now almost the entire
village has joined in.
The night of the wedding a large
crowd gathered at the re: deuce of
the bride and refused td be quited, the
bride and, avoom finally being forced
to vacate. Since then the bride and
groom 'have 'sought refuge with rela-
tives, but their hiding place has been
discovered every time, although the
tormenters bad to visit every relative
within a radius of several miles.
Finally the cannon used at the
cemetery kw firing salutes over the
Waves of dead soldiers was secured.
and every effort invade to have the
groom surrender, but in vain.
The crowd wants S5 in cash or a
box of cigars, but the groom. who
is the leading undertaker of the vil-
lage and a stanch Cohgregationalist,
believes that it is contrary to his prin-
ciples to donate either, and refuses to
surrender. The Whole village is now
alleged to be concerned and further
developments are awaited with in-
terest.
After the Panama Canal
(New Orleans Picayune.)
This is an age which is essentially
one of industrial and commercial evo-
lution, and it enforces the law of the
survival of the fittest, the most en-
during, the most capable and the most
able to wield the power and resources
of competition. In this struggle ev-
ery advantage must be taken and
every facility ensployed to the utmost.
The American people will need to de-
velop and use every resource, and
any .failare to do-so-will work them
great disaster. They are not so
stupid as that, and a waterway from
the lakes to the Gulf of Mexico will
follow the Panama canal as the next
great national enterprise.
Possibility of a Big Joke
(Boston Transcript)
The governor of New York has
pardoned a convict just entered upon
an eight years" term in jail, the pur-
pose of this clemency being to al-
low Cognecticut authorities to put
the nean on trial for alleged minder.
It would be no joke if a jury should
acquit the nun; yet juries are odd
sometices. The dramatic possibili-
ties of the situation are unusually in-
teresting.
Joke on the Gas Man
*Ike the meter, please?" brusquely
asked the renresentative of the gas
company,
"Well," replied the little woman,
with a satirical twinkle in her eye.
"It's pretty busy, hut I suppose you
can see it for a moment."
WERE DISCHARGED
NOT GUILTY WITHIN THE
MEANING OF TILE
'LAW
Unexpected Decision of U. S. Corn-
missioner in Case of Peck-
ham and Haas
'New York, Oct. 30.—United States
Commissioner Ridgeway Saturday
discharged from custody Frederick
Peckham and Mtoses Haas, who were
charged with having conspired with
Edwin S. Holmes, Jr., to defraud the
government by securing advance in-
formation of the government's, cotton
report. Commissioner Ridgeway held
that neither of the men committed
a crime within, the meaning of the
statutes. •
It was in the defense of Peckham
and Haas that a lawyer quoted a
portion of President Roosevelt's let-
ter of acceptance, in which the pres-
ident had declared that there was no
common law of the United States that
could give jurisdiction of an offense
in a feckral court.
The indictment against Holmes
charged him with misconduct, which
the defense declared wag not an of-
fense known to the federal statutes.
In his opinion Mr. Ridgeway quotes
at length from the indictment found
against the accused men, and reviews
the duties of Statistician Frames in
connection with the cotton report and
the further fact that the indictment
charges him with "official miscon-
duct."
No Offense Pound
The latter, he stated, is an offense
at common law in the District of
Columbia. and in no way mentioned'
as an offense in the federal statue,.
Fie holds, further, that it would be
inspossibk for the acctssed men to
conspire with Holmes to commit a
crime not.recognized by federal law.
The opinion further states:
"The indictment should not be de-
clared insufficient through any tech-
nical deficiency, and I shall not so
declare it. The question is not wheth-
er the indictment is open to criticism,
but whether it states an offense suf-
ficient in law to constitute a crime
"Carried to its logical result," con-
cluded the opinion, "would it not fol-
low that for anything wrongfully
done by any employe of the govern-
ment, whether in the highest or the
lowest position, or for some trivial act
of misconduct by him committed in
the District of Columbia, or should
any such employe agree with some
other persons to do anything or omit
to do anything which might be con-
sidered inconsistent with the duties of
the position held by him, he must
be adjudged guilty of an offense
against the United States, and so ren-
ders himself liable to be apprehended
in San Francisco or Alaska, or some
other distant part of our country, and
brought in custody to the District of
Columbia to be tried for such offense,
although the offense of misconduct is
not here mentioned in any act of con-
gress.
"I cannot agree that any greater
power exists in the District of Colum-
bia than in the states of the union"
NONE OF FAMILY
ILL IN so YEARS
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 3o.—Mr. and
Mks. Peter Nachand, parents of Hen-
ry Nachand who conducts a drug
store at goo Frankfort avenue, cele-
brated their golden wedding anniver-
sary last week with a family reunion
at their home at St. Mathews, five
miles east of Louisville. Peter Nach-
and is 76 years old and never suffer-
ed a day's illness. Mrs. Naehand is
74 years old. Both arz natives of
Germany. They are the parents of
seven children, all of whom are liv-
ing, death never having visited the
Nachand home.
'Peter Nachand is a retired farmer.
He came to this country when he was
19 years old. A few years after the
girl who afterward became his bride
came to this country with her par-
ents. Mr. Sachand and his -wife had
known one another in Germany.
BROKEN OFF SHORT
IA lawyer's fee is due to the other
chap's ignorance of the law.
Ore kind word a day seems to ex-
haust the supply of some men.
Don't get so close to your friends
that they may accidentally step on
you.
Before a man can successfully re-
solve to quit drinking he must resolve
to quit lying.
How can some women feel at home
here if there is no house cleaning in
heaven?
Not many successful trusts have
been ibuilt that have not hai "rocks"
in the foundation.
If you want to flatter a man tell
him he is working too bard and fold-
ing too match interest in charity.
About the only good thing that can
be said in some men's favor is that
they are not society favorites, but
that is sontething.
Low Rates to California.
From Septetnber 15, to October 31,
the Illinois Central Rsillraad com-
pany will sell one-vity teocitideeleep
tickets to San Franeisco, Los Ansel-
let, San Diego, Cal., for Sit no.
J, T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
EDGAR ,W. WHITTEMORE, EICIIIISIONS
St. Louis and-Tennessee River Reda-
ct company---the cheapest midi best
excursion out of Padewah.
PADUCAH REM, ESTKris. WESTEFU8 ERf4(t1ELY FARMS, /LASS
111110E4THLY PAYMEN't LOTS FOR 119,111MIIReff. VISTERN
larcrucity REAL ESTATE JOURE4#d. Mu, macs LT
NUM TO manrsoirt. saND mu IT.





An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Wince:.




y6 Rcieadway, Opp. Fraternity BM.
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
seU your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department.
Mechanics' & FilitMerS' Savings Rank,
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat Bank.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE




WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST.
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler St Lydon.
3o9 Broadway.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANL` TH.ROAT






Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
W. Mins Oliver. Geo, W. Oliver,
Benton, Ky. Paducah, ICy.
nos B. McGregory,
Doom Ky,
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, iaos.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The First
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with all the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other purposes" approved July
12, 1882, as amended by the Act.ap-
proved April 12, tow;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B-Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
renty, do hereby certify that "The
First National Bank of Paducah," Po--
cited in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period specified in its
amended articles of association; name-
ly, until close of business on October
TO, 1923.
In testimony whereof witness my
hand stud sea) of office this Tenth day
of October, ton.
OFEAL.) WM. B. RIDGELY,
Comptroller of the Currency.
(Mailer No. t540 Extension No. 931.




OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
MarshaN County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 154 Fraternity Building.
Now Theme zz4. Old Phone 3°3.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
aped or repaired, take them to E. C.
Roes 32g South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
im the city. Suits made to order.
S. W. Arnold
712e real estate agent., has Stylises
worth of city property for sale sad















Room No, S. Columbia Building,
411111•11.1•6., 
Dr, B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone .811 at the office, boils
phones sao at resident. Office bouts
7 to g a. m.; to 3 p. TO, 7 to 9 p. an
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE :so NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES











$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee nver
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table.
good rooms, etc. Boats leave sack
Wednesday and Santuiday, at 3A3. m.
For other Information awl? to Jaa.
Roger, superintendent; Nadi I..
Brown, agent.





Rooms z, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 323 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the Lourts 4 the
state. Both phones
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
MT NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
Office hours a to to a, in., i te 3
p. RI. and 7 to g p.
N • TICE!
Highest price paid for socood-band
StoVes arze,
FUrtnitUrte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
ssit-eso Court • street. OW phew 13:8.
Clem Fraasioli.




Reese 5 and 6 Regimes/ likdkiag.














ROOMS as, ii and :2. Columbia BM&
PADUCAH, ICY.
C. Moorrooy Cecil Roodb
Dr. B. 1. HaIl
011ie with Dra. Rivers & Rivers, Issi
Nort Lfrifth, Both Phone 353.
Residence zoez Clay, Old Phone/ridge,
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYLR—












Office phone agi, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
'PHYSICIAN, AND BURGEON.
Rooms 3oe-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN I
now mg6,soo 5-s Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths gtven when In.






































































































































































AHARGIS FORTS WILL FACE
VOTERS OF BREATHITT COUNTY
CONDITIONS WHICH ARE A DISGRACE TO THE STATE CLEAR-
LY LOST IN AND ABOUT JACKSON, KY.—COUNTY OFFI-
'CIALS DECLARED AT THE HEAD OF EFFORTS TO BULDOZE




!The 2900 voters of Breathitt county
louver that.a ipoiitical campaign is on.
These are eo campaign meeting', but
since the naming of the tickets every
voter has been buttondsole.by from
one to a 'dozen candidates.
Open letters and -personal appeals
are pouring in on all. Party lines are
to a great extent obhterated, and the
'opposition to the "Mideight" or Hale
gis ticket numbers in its ranks many
of eebiatand most subsantial Dieni-
ocrats of the county.
It is, estimated by good jadges that
the rnajority against the Hargis. tick-
et, with a fair vote and an honest
count, woOld be from 'zoo to 700.
•But it is believed the men who
stand accused in the coarts of Fayette
of murder. and who base a civil ver-
dict against them, in the courts of
Cheek 'for the Marcum assaesirration,
are not inclined to 'hesitate in an elec-
tion.
The preparations made for the elec-
tion by Hargis and his friends are
soffreient to mike even the bravest of
their opponents think seriously before
casting their balkes. Concealed rifles
have spoken with deadly accuracy in
Breathitt county and every prepara-
tion for the election made by the
Hargis clique is, suggestive of these
%dee Hartle' Power.
One of the duties of the county
judge is the districting of his county
inte election precincts. Under the
law, Judge Hargis, who is a •cande
date for re-election, is required to di-
vide the county of Breathitt into a
certain number of precincts and to fix
the polling elate as near the center
of the various precincts as possdsle
and to suit the convenience of the
voters.
Instead of following what seems to
be the plain provisions of statute, be
has placed three voting places in the
courthouse at Jatkeon, where Mar-
cum was killed.
Jackson's precinct is composed
practically of the town of Jackson.
Jackson No. a and Cane Greek pre-
envies are practically all outside of
Jadkonn and practicilly all of their vo-
ters live In the country. But in -or-
der to compel the voter to travel to
the courthouse, each of the last two
precincts overbite one-hell of the
tows and Jackson and Jackson No.
precinct. The voting Owe of es&
instead of being ist thevespective pre-
cinct to which it belongs is in reality
in another precinct; and a man to cast
his vote merit ire enteide of Cane
Creek or Jackana No. 2, and in real-
ity into Jaciceon No. 1.
In Range of Fort 'Margie •
It is openly said in Jackson and
the county that the reason for this
coacendation of the voting pieces in
the courthouse, is to etreble the eas-
ily intimidated voter to be brought
LOST AT SEA.
Ky., Special.) ..
within the ranee of
across the street.
When the voter visits the court-
house, he iu reminded that •inore than
one man who was opposed to the
controlling' faction has met a sudden
death. Then, of course, it is far eas-
ier to manipulate the ballot boxes
when they are brought together in
the county building under the care
and directions of a county judge and
the sheriff. who are interested.
It is stated here that more than Pe
per cent of the people of Jackson are
secretly against Jertge Hergis and his
fassociates. But most of the citizens
are afraid to let their real sentiments
be lmown. All believe that if an hon-
est expression of opinion could be
had, Judge Hargis would be over-
whelmingly beaten. One man said,
"Well cast our votes against him
and his ticket, but I'm afraid but few
of them will be counted," They all
seem to realize the future well-being
of Breathitt is bound up in such de-
feat, and that Judge Hargis's victory
will still longer keep capital and set-
tlers from Breathitt
Fort Callahan Also
The John B Lewis precinct and
the Ceockettsville precinct are prac-
tically thrown into one, and placed
within the control of Sheriff Ed Cal.
lahan and his cohorts. Beth voting
places are situated in a small valley
and within 6o yards of each other.
They will be as closely guarded as
the three precincts in the courthouse.
'Many voters will be compelled to
travel from six to fourteen miles to
the polling places. In the John B.
Lewis precinct the polling place was
removed by Judge Hargis from its
, former place near the center of the
precinct.
I A majority of the voters had the
I temerity to present a written petition
to the court asking that the voting
, place be moved back. More than
I three-quarters of the voters at the
last election signed the petition. It
I was alleged that the new locationwas inconvenient to all and that in
many cases it was an absolute denial
Of the right to vote to old and in-
firm ewe.
'The petition was presented in ep-
ee court by Attorney Cope Image
Hargis weatittl not permit the eie7k to
I note the filing of the petition, and an
examination of the county clerk's ree-
1 tWds show. ne ands paper on file.
, Nage Hargis peremptorily over-
sealed the petition, but a few minutes
later he changed! his mind. directed
, the clerk to make no order whatso-
ever. He put the petition in his
poeket, adjourned court, and it has
not been seen since
'Nage Hargis and his friends will
tell you that they are having a quiet
election in Breathitt. and that there
is twee' one side to it.
Fort Hargis
• The sudden arid strange disappear-
ance in midocean two weeks ago of a
vessel with all on board recells to the
'Ottawa Free Press one of the most
.extraordinary mysteries of the sea in
•the case of the Marie Celeste. .N
more fantastic creation apparently the
'novelist never wove. The Marie Ce-
leste left New York in 1807, eighteen
years ago, for Europe, ber personnel
being thirteen, inclubing the captain's
wife and child. According to the
story, as told by the Free Press, some
two weeks later a Anti" bark light-
ed her in the Atlantic; there was no
sign of life on board. A boat was
sent to her, and a most exhaustive
Dearth proved her to he as silent -as
the tomb, as deserted, as a pest-house.
Everything was in its place, even the
boats on the davits. The hull was un-
damaged, the cargo untouched. Rig-
gings and wars were intact; the sails
were all set.,The crew's weekly wash
bung 'breve the forecastle and an
awning covered the poop. Binnacle
-and wheel and rudder were complete.
The sailor's kits and dinners were
.seen in the forecastle., In the cabin
-was a sewing machine, with a child's
erarment meter the needle, and on the
eatilea half eaten meal. The cheerio-
-.meter ticked undisturbed. in the chart-
'omen, the cads box unrifled. The log-
book's posted to within forty-eight
hours of the seise, showed the pas-
-sage to have been favorable; the
ethie's appearance proved there had
been no storm. "F.videnees of a strag-
gle of piracy there were none. Yet
thirteen people had disappeared as if
epiriteeLeotay by some supernatural
agency end front that day to this the
meyetery haft never been 'unraveled, al-
though the United States government
R pared ne effort, to 'Ore it.
Roosevelt will appoint David
Francis, president of the Louisiana
purchase exposition ronvpeity, as a
Apecial eerrmvissiener to visit foreign
countries Red extead to their rulers
the thanks of the United States for
their parthdpstlett In the St. Losht
world's fair.
ODD BITS OF INFORMATION
Canada has enacted a law providing
for the payment of a salary to the
'ceder of the opposition in parlia-
ment.
Mies Grata Greig, the first woman
to be admitted to the bar at Mel-
bonnie, recently made her debut in
court-
The barkentine S. N. Castle
brought to San Francisco from the
Okhotsk sea, recently, the record
catch for .corl-208,000 in all.
King Edward's chef, M. Menager,
was among 'those to receive birthday
honors on the occasion of his majes-
ty's recent celebration.
The Seri Indians make an odd-
shaped contrivance of plaited wicker
work. with a 'hole at the top, through
which the occupier crawls at night
to sleep. 1' !
Unable to pay his rent. Fred Edge,
of Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, was
told by 1:4 landlady to seek other
quarters. In revenge he murdered
her baby.
The faihmons Tugela river, in South
Africa, is said on one occasion to
here risen forty feet during single
eiget, owing to thunderstorms on the
menntains.
Carlos Moralee, president of Santo
Domingo, is said to be unlike the or-
dinary promise-making Spanish-
American, as dependence can be
placed on hi. word.
Among the crying needs of South
Africa are wire screen doors and wire
screens for the windows, for the put.
pose of Steeping out the insect pests.
Hitherto scteens have been bet little
used in that country.
Alien McClellan of New York is
something of a linguist. He was horn
In Germany, educated in France and
he traveled in !tally, He is now
making @vetches in German, French,
Henan and Enielieh to suit his varied,
audiences in the cosmopolitan city of
New York.
King Victor of !Nay is one of But-
rope's many mon:welt" 'who delight
In little incognito trips Into the coun-
try
WHY DOCTORS FAIL
AND MRS. PINKHANI SUCCEEDS
Male Reams Are Sere Sim le Explain
Why Lydia E. PI akhases Vegetable Com-
posed Cares When DoctersAre Powerless
A woman is sick; some disease peculiar
110 her sex is fast developing in her mos-
tan. She goes to her family physician
and tens him a staa7, bat not the whole
s*E;
constantly applying for advice and re-
lief, and the feet that many thou-
minds of them have been cured by
following the advice of Mra. Pinkies:a
during the last year is indicative of the
grand results which are produced by
her unequaled experience and training.
No physician in the world has had
mush a training, or ham such an amount
of information at hand to seat in the
treatment of all kinds of female ills,
from the simplest local irritation to
the most complicated womb diseases,
This, therefore, is the reason why
Mrs. Piakham, in her laboratory at
Lynn, Maas., is able to do snore far the
ailing women of America than the
dleulfl7 PhYldeitsoi Any woman, there-
fore, is responsible for her own suffer-
ing who will not take the trouble to
write to Mrs. Piakham for advice.
The testimonials which we are crow
Iltantly publishbaig bona grateful wo-
awn establish beyond a doubt the
power of Lydia E. Mkham's Vegetable




Government to Spend $3o0,00o to
Make Navigation
Easier
Waco, Tex., Oct. 30.—The an-
natincement that the secretary of war
has decided to improve the Brazos
river as far up as this city by put-
ting in a system of locks and dame
has calved much rejoicing along the
whole length of the river. The ins-
provements win. of course, take
many years, but in the meantime the
government is now committed to the
work of making the stream navigable
for boats ef sufficient sire to handle
the heavier class of freight up the
river and the foist crips on the down-
ward voyage. There is no reason why
the river, under the proposed system,
cannot be kept open to navigation
during the stiewner months, when
there are drOuthy conditions.
The government has already done
considerable work on the lower reach-
es of the river in cleaning out the
soags and cutting the timber that ov-
tihutig the stream. There is no
doubt that this work prevented a dis-
astrous overflow this year, and pos-
sibly two o fthem. One such overhnw
as titer of r898 cost the state of Tex-
as hundreds of thousands of dollars.
and conditions during the spring of
zees were nearly identical with those
ef seven year, ago, evidencing that
the cleaning of the river had not only
made it navigable as high as Rich-
mond for light-draft bout,, but also
that the plan being worked out would
result in preventing the fiends.
As high as Old Washington there
will be no necessity for a dam, as
there is enough water at all stages
to carry the boats, and from that
point to Waco it will be necessary
to construct about nine kicks, as
there is a very preciPital fall. The
total work will cost sin the neighbor-
hood of $300.000.
Carnegie on the Wrong Track.
(Washington Post
Our dear friend. Andrew Carnegie,
is getting deeper and deeper into
trouble every day. It was all well
enough so long as he contented him-
self 'with running about and scatter-
ing money for "Carnegie libraries"
and other institutions which, at the
wore, cotechin possibly offend any-
body, but of late days he has taken
to squandering adyiee and moral sen-
timents, and this is where he falls
down. VVIlien 'he advises the young
ladies ef the public schools to cut off
their hair forfeits the respect and
'sympathy of all right-mined persons'
and buries every grateful memory of
past beneficence. Mr. Carnegie gets
on fatally dangerous ground when be
begins to preac hagainat the, bangs,
stele puffs and pier:els of te• entree
jetriele of his tribe. He ought to
know that as long as they have hair
of their own they will make the most
of it, and that otherwise they will
resort to "rats,' "fronts," "hanks" and
wigs. The truth is that our old friend
lass wandered too far out upon the
"tretriblithe Osage," What be wants
new is to crawl bltek as soon as pos-
sible to a glsibb lireside and a jornm
of "Gienlivat."
holds something book, loses her
head, becomes agitated, forgets what
sherwaste to say, and inallyommosals
whet ought to have Said, and thus
essupletely mystifies the doctor.
la it any wonder, thisrefore, that the
doctors fall to cure the disease? Still
we cannot, blame the woman, for it is
very embarrassing to detail some of the
symptoms of her suffering, even to her
family physician.
It was for this reason that years ago
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn. Mam, de-
termined to step in and help her sea.
Having had considerable experience in
treetkigifmnale Ills with her Vegetable
Compound, she encouraged the women
of America to write to her for wives° In
regard to their complaints, and being.
woman, it was easy for her ailinq Es-




Opposition of United States and
Mexico Fails to Prohibit
Wedding
of their suffering. 
Rio Grande between El Paso andIn this way ahe wao able to do for
Chided Juarez offered a solution. Halfthem what the physidaas were suable
Of it is in Mexico, the other half is
to do, simply because she had the
grvomper information to work upon, and in the United States. An Americanthe little group of women who matrimonial official was summoned,sought her advice years ago a great and an American license obtained.army of her fellow-beings are to-day
Cimeie Fonk and his sweetheart
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 30.---A Chinese
Japanese alliance has just been, con-
summated here, desvite irritating
laws of the United States and Mex-
ico.
'At Durango, Mex., lived Charlie
Fonk, Chinese. .and Mrs. Kate Berry
Rusconi, a youthful and recent Jap-
anese widow. They fen in love, and
determined to marry.
The Mexican authorities said no;
Nlirs. Resconi had not yet been two
years a widow. and until she had
been she could not marry in .Mexico.
They would go to the • United
States then. But the United States
authorities said no; Charlie Fordo was
a Chinese, and there was no loophole
for him in the exclusion laws.
Charlie Fonk could get married in
Mexieo, but be could not come to the
United States; the Japanese widow
could not get married' in Mexico, but
she cored come to the United States.
walled to the center ,of the bridge.
Charlie stopped on the Mexican side;his sweetheart stepped across to the
United States side. And as they
stood tetis they were married; and
love gave, a loud laugh at lawmakers
A DIP INTO THE FUTURE
Uncle Sam will soon art as sponsor
out in se:mei-tern Idaho for great
events. The birth of two promising
towns is expected; not twice, howev-
er, for they are seven miles apart and
the first will be 'born and christened
a week before the second. Names
have already been chosen for them.
Heyburn for the one whose natal day
will be November 14, Rupert, for the
one that will look back to November
21 as the day of its official beginning.
On these important days a sale of
town Iota wilt be made under the be-
nignant uspices of Uncle Sam.
Already the town sites are being
surveyed and laid off into precise lots
with the proper streets, diagonal aye-
nuee public squares, and reservations
for municipal purposes that belong to
the City Beautiful. Tidings of these
preliminaries and rumors of the corn-
ing auction have spread throughout
the west, and hundreds of intending
settlers are anxious4y awaiting the an-
nouncement of the dates of sele. Some
who fear to hese a bargain have al-
ready encamped on the ground where
they have erected temporary houses
and stores. The lots will be appraised
and sold for cash to the highest bid-
ders.
These two towns will be situated on
the newly constructed branch of the
Oregon Short Line extending to Twin
Falls. This country is now a desert,
but when the irrigating canals which
the government is now building at a
rest of more than $3,oiio,000 are com-
pleted, it will be a land of milk and
honey, of waving fields and verdant
pastures. Men of imagination who
need only the background on which
to paint their mental pictures h-ave
filled in all the pleasant lines and
light and will come from Utah, Colo-
:ado', Nebraska, even from Iowa and
Missouri, probably fr'o'm Oregon.
Waseington and Wyoming to claim
their own. it is expected that the
railroads will make soecial rates for
horneseekers from points east of the
I Misisissippi river.The proceeds of the sale of the
town lots will go to swell the recla-
mation fund, and an attempt will prob-
ably be made to spend them on the
I
construction of systems of municipal
water supply and sewerage for each
town. The proceeds of town lot sales
in Oklahoma were expended by the
secretary of the interior in the con-
strection of school bowies, bridges,
court houses, water works and sew,-
age systerna. If a similar policy pre-
vails in this case, the value of the
lots in Heyburn and Rupert will be
greatly inereased.
Ii is expected that the return on
the sale of lots in these Idaho, towns
will be even greater than the returns
on the Fmk of town lots in Oklahoma.
In tNe case of Lawton alone over
$400.000 was realized, while the re-
turns on sales in other parts of the
territory brought the sum up to mere
than $700.000. The conditions in
southern Idaho are superior to those
which existed in Oklahoma, because
of the fleet that the surrounding coun-
try is subdivided into a large number
of farms, each of which, will he pro-
vided with; water by the canal new
under construction. The dinette of
this region is unrivaled, by any that
has been more praised in song and
story. An increase in land, values
would seem to be assured. as are the
fund* with which Uncle Sam will pay




1 One consemieuce of the ITiingarfancrisis, which seems as far from an
I
end as ever, is the extraordinary in-
erkase 'in et:lief-26cm hewn Hungary
to America Thrice as many inixerar-
liens emirrats d to America via We-
i
n-tee alone during the first eight
menthol of root as in all of ico4, this
year's firmest having thead'y reactien
Nemo, against ift,000 lad.
Illinois Central -Railroad--
TIME TABLES
Corrected Rug. wend, 1905.
^
South Bound. No. ice
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
I.eave Louisville  12:20
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 



















Arrive Gibbs, Tenn.  8:31 pill.
Arrive Rives  8:39 p.m
Arrive Jackson •
Arrive Memphis  zo:30 p.m






























North Bound, No, 102
Leave New Orleans  
Leave Memphis  6:5o a.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 




Arrive Paducah  
9:48 a.m.
Leave Fulton 10:10 a.m.
zz :20 am.
Leave Paducah, 11 :25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville  . 3:50 ern
Arrive Evansville  6:25 p.m.
:75 
0 p.m.
Arrive Nortonwille  128 p.m.
Arrive Central City  2 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3 0 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville  5:35 p.m.













































No. 306. No. 374-
12 :40p.m. 4:20p.m.
4:25P.m- 8:40P.m.







No. 305. No. 375-
7:45a.m. 9:40P•m•





(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
mean 135-835 122-822 136436Lv. Hopkinsville II:2oern. 6:40a.m. Le. Chicago.... 6 nop.m. 9:455.1fl.Lv. Princeton.. 2 :35p.m. 7:45a.m. Lv. St. Louis .. 9:40p.m. 2:150.M.
AY. Paducah.... 4e5part. 9:25a.m, Lv. Cairo ..... 6:coa.m. 6 :2op.m.
Lv. Paducah.... 7 =Open. :3ea.m, Ar. Paducah . . . . 7:4;Am. 8 eopan.Ar. Cairo  8:35p.m. xi:Main. Lv. Paducah.... 7:30a.m. 8:z5pen.
Ar. St.Louis,   7:08a.nt 5:oop us. Ar. Princeton .. 9.29a.m. 9:50p.m.
kr. Chicago  8:052.m 9:30p.m. Ar. Hopkinsville  z :oop. m.
Trains marked thus (*) run alley except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 10,3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincihnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between Louis'v'ille,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains leer and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. IUGARTY, D. P. A., St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER °THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIeR TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL 8U:1 OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARA SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 15/2c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toc, r5c, aoc
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL RINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INCRAIN3
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AHD—EVERY CONSIEVaArli.le
OR AND LOVELY AFFRING13D BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFEC11 IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU "HE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and EmhstImers,
,30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH. 1(16
MAIM, WNW & CO.







.Tuesday Morning, Oct. 3r, ion.
wow&
LOCAL NEWS
Blue Points at Rag-an's Cafe today,
t I cent each. Old phone 906--Red.
—City Pthysician Bass reported yes-
-aerclay that not a pauper patient ex-
kgsdrill Riverside hospital, all having
- IfiCOvered and been discharged.
—Many friends here will regret to
Icor n that last Saturday night in
,Louisville there died Arch, Jr., the
'popular to-year-old son of Telegraph
Editor Arch Poole. of the Courier-
journal, who formerly resided here
'where widely known. The child died
'of complicated ailments.
—Professor Harry Gilbert has or-
•,ganized a body of 25 rntusicians and
next Sunday at their rehearsal they
will decide whether to become a band
or orchestra.
—Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Shreeves, of
NVItlet steeeet, have a new boy baby.
—Yesterday morning in the bank-
rapt court Lawyer Arthur Y. Martin
'•was elected trustee for the creditors
in the Knight & Given bankrupt pro-
ceeding.
—Sam Bradley, of Pryorsburg,
'Graves county, has been arrested for
last week shooting J. H Albritton,
the I. C. section mag, 'who is getting
better. Bradley gave bond to appear
for trial.
—Snow yesterday fell from Kansas
i'City westward te the Rocky Moun-
tains and northward to the big lakes.
The same section hadscokl weather.
—Yesterday before noon Contractor
Frank Augustus was driving down
Broadway near Third street, when the
thoroughfare became crowded with
vehicles and he tried. to Work Ibis way
through. In doing so a street car
caught his wagon, caved in the wheel
and broke some of the framework.0
Adninistrator Felix Ru-
e.: ',Ai has reported to the police that
• Saturday night a thief slipped hetes his
front hall and stole an overcoat and
' hat from the rack while the family
was eating supper.
Yesterday was a very pleasant day,
as was Monday. Last night was not
ccel. However, today's predictions
are for local rains and probable snow
in the west and central portions of
the state.
PERRY LOCATED.
Wants Uncle to Send Him Money to
Come On,
L. C. Perry, the missing saloon-
keeper, hap been located through his
. uncle, Mr 1-eheiire> of Princeton,
' who came here to confer with
the other's wife. The uncle said he re-
-ceived word from L. C. Perry, who
foie he eras i14 at Los Angeles, Cal.,
and necded money, desiring to return
theme. The missing man is the sa-
loonkeeper formerly on Seventh and
Jackson, who came to town to attend
the lodge one night, sent his store
keys home mailed his wife a note,
saying he did not know where he was
going, and then skipped out.
, DID NOT LEAVE.
Lawyers Reed and Ross Will Not
Leave City Just Now.
Lawyers Cecil Reed and J. S Ross
'did not get away Sunday for Birm-
ineeiam, Ala.. and Atlanta, Ga., to
• Collect outstanding bane made by
titre People's Home Purchasing com-
pany while that concern was stiB in
business. They will not be able to
get away until the last of this or fir 't
of next week. Both desired to leave
day heft-we yesterday, but as they have
a member of important lawsuits now
coming up fn the circuit court they
can not get away.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Dr. C. H. Linn. of Kuttawa, was in
the city yesterday.
Mr. A .0. Moore, of Mexico, Ky, is
at the Palmer.
Mr. Aubrey Thompson and, bride
,:id not leave ontib yesterday for their,
future home in Gainesville, Texas.
They intended departing last Satur-
day, but illness of the groom kept
him here.
Mk. Victor Van de Male left Sun-
day for a druming trip through Ten-
nessee aril Kentucky.
.lawyer Mile Oliver and Mr. James
r":11-tigg, go IoNurg,-Ity:, ttay
op business.
dreese-s some made by C. 0. Pratt,-Mrs. A. D. Evans, of St. Louis, ar-
of the National Street Railway Em-rived yesterday to visit here.
THE MOTORMEN
LARGELY ATTENDED SYMPA-
THETIC MEETING AT THE
KENTUCKY SUNDAY.
Resolutions Passed Which At. going
Handed to the People for Their
Signatures,
,Mr. Samuel Hubbard and wife yes-
terday returned from a visit in Water
Valey, Ky. -
Lawyer Frank Lucas returned from
Wings-yesterday. •
Miss Sue Nelson yesterday came
'home from visiting in Mayfield.
Lawyer Win. Marble was in Prince
ton yesterday on business.
Mr. John Potter and wife yesterday
returned from Fulton.
Mr. Charles J. Scholz and wife, of
Evans/vale, yesterday returned home
after visiting the latter's parents, Col.
and Mrs. Fred Kamleiter.
(Mr. Will C. Grity yesterday went
to Cadiz, Ky., to visit.
Mr. John G. Msller, Jr., yesterday
went back to his colk-ge at Danville,
Ky., after a brief visit here.
Miss Mary Morgan and Mr. Jack
Morgan, of Pensacola, Fla., are visit-
ing their aunt, Miss Emma Morgan,
the school teacher.
Mr. C. Sutherland, of Marion, Ill.,
has arrived here to take a repertOrial
place on the News-Democrat, vice
Cecil Lacey, who resigned.
Mr. D. C. Criss, of Springfield. Mo.,
has arrived here to teke a desk place
with the News-Democrat.
Mrs. Edward Riley, of this city,
and Airs. M. J. Carroll, of Johnson
City, Ill., yesterday went to Birm-
ingham, Ky., where they were called
by the death of their sister, Miss
Zula Holland, who died of typhoid
fever Sanday, at the age of IS years.
Night Baggagemaster R. B. Mine
senheitner, of the Union depot, is in
St. Louie on court business.
Day Operator W. P. Cobb, of the
W-estera Union, has gone to Jackson
Term, to and *senor his absence
his place is being filled by Operator
F. 0. Allen, of Nashville, Tem.
flAliryer Joseph Grogan has return-
ed kola Murray, where he went on
legal business.
L Creavey, the broker, yes-
want to Chicago on business.
Mr. Mike Koertz, of Owensboro,
is here for a few days.
Attorney John G. Miller, Sr., last
"gist went to Chicago on business.
Messrs. W.. G. Dunnington, of
Farnevile. Va E. R. Tandy, of Clarks
vine. Tenn., and George 'Mom, "of
Martin, Tenn,, were here yeaterdey,
they being tobacco buyer, in this sec-
tion -for the Italian government.
asd Mrs. Allan Jorgenson and
tideppitter, Mies Suzzanne, of Evans-
Nine, yesterday went to Earlington,
Ry.. after spending several days Isere.
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh yesterday
went to Evansville after visit/erg his
sister. Miss Ora Leigh.
Mr. Jesse B. Moss, of Chilton,
Miro.; is in the city on besinees..
Mrs. R. A. Long is visiting here
from Mayfield
A large crowd was at the maas
meeting held at The Kentucky, under
the sopervision of the Central Labor
body -of- this -city, Sionlay- afteroceoi,
and much enthusiasm prevailed. Ad-
ployes' union, Harry George, of the
local carpenters' union, and Lawyer
L. K. Taylor. They discussed the
issue regarding the strike of therstreut
car emphayes of this city,
the afternoon there was-
following resolutions, to lak
union men are now getting sinnatural
of citizen's at large for the purpose
of presenting same to the municipal
boards: . 1
Whereas, The Paducah City Rail-
way company has so arbitrarily refus-
ed to allow their employes the right
to belong to an organization of their
craft, having forced a lockout of
thirty of their motormen and conduc-
tors by discharging fourteen of them
and demanding of the rest that they
give up their union, and
Whereas, We believe in upholding.
the just rights of 9nr citizens in their
honorable efforts to improve their
conditions, therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the citizens of'
Paducah in mass) meeting assembled,
bitterly condemn the action of the
Paducah City Railway company as un
American and antagonistic to the
best interests of our citizens' welfare,
and be it farther
Resolved. That we pledge ourselves
to use our best efforts to have this
municipality immediately prepare to
enlarge our electric light plant so
that they can supply light, power and
heat sufficient to accommodate all of
our needs, and be it also
Resolved, That we further pledge
our sympathy and support to these
locked out street railway employes by
assuring them that we will do all io
our power to aid them in resisting
the encroachments upon their right%
by this foreign corperation, and be it
;Resolved, That a copy of these res-
olutions be furnished the mayor and
also the press of this, city.
Died This Morning.
Air. J. P. Vincent died this mornisg
at ;:5o o'clock, at the home of his
mother, Tenth and Burnett streets,
of a complication of diseases. He was
38 years old and was a native of the
place. He was a car tender by trade
and a man highly esteemed. He
leaves hie mother, the widow of the
late N. C. Vincent, an dtwo sisters
and two brothers. No time has been
set for the funeral.
Monthly Payment House.
Nearly new, North 14th street be-
tween. Trimble and Clay, 3 rooms:
$650, $50 cash, balance $10 per month.
1Whitternore meal Estate' Agency
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
The southern immigration and quar-
antine conference, which meets in
Chattanooga Nov. 9 and to, is attract-
ing great interest, and at least 500
delegates are expected.
Thomas W. Lawson has sued Hor-
ace' J. Stevens, of Hancock, Mich ,
for $aa,000 damages, alleging that his
reputation has been damaged to bins
extent by reason of libelous state-
Trouble Notes.
times at car No. 64, out on Weagjelll
Sunday night someone shot me
ferson street about Twenty-sixth,
while rocks were thrown at another
car and windows brakes. Out on
Jackson street a wire with brick
one end was thrown over the tr
wire in attempts to burn out the
Icy, but no damage was done.
Yesterday was the Lime set by Jus-
tice Barber for trying the warrant
charging Motorman James McNeal
with carrying concealed weapons, hut
the court has not 'finished " with the
matter. McNeal was warranted at
the instance of President Bood, of the
anion conductor, and motormen_
The court has not yet decided the
Grundy Rose case, where the latter
is accused of flourishing a revolver at
a railroader named Scott at Twelfth
and Broadway during a fight Sunday
before last over the strike troubles.
Rooms for Rent.
Three at 906 Bronson avenue, $to
per month.
Merely a Choice of Evils
(Washington Star.)
"Why do you ask that woman's
youngest child to recite?"
"Because." answered Miss Cayenne.
"It was the only way to keep the
eldest child from playing the piano."
The evacuation of Mhochuria by the
Japanese is being actively carried on
and troops are arriving daily at vani
nue ports. Gen. Kuroki is expected in
Tokio by the middte of November.
Prof. Brander Matthews of New
York City, is strongly advocating the
establishment of a museum gallery for
the drama to show the gradual devel-
opment of the theater in various
countries.
POPULAR WANTS 01*.S6 SIEN*1* MI4E.145*5*
WANTED—Three agents; good For Autos and -Carriages wit
wages. Call in afternoon, A. Wallace, vae
116 Jackson street.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
rorsloonte a_ant Oat 5._1_4(141_ linilteo-
nquire told Trimble street.
FOR RENT—Furnished room
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR SALE—Several pieces of ma-
hogany library furniture, also hard
coal stove. Appli at 227 North
Ninth street
yeti ev:r -accept r-ts.rtt.rs frees
railroads or other corporations?" in-
quired the friend.
"Well, yes," replied Senator
Smoot/wily, "and occasionally, when
the case warrents. I even demand
thenv."—Chicago Sun
TrPe nts made by the defendant. Sitbscribe for The Register.
FOR RENT—Two cottages; one
5 rooms, one 6 rooms; modern con-
viencies. Adams street between Fifth
and Sixth. Apply on prises.
-WiAtITED=-Ittentatrear investment
and building and loan agents; blab
class propositions; good agents can
make $250 per month. The Standard
Guaranty aid Trust Co., Washington,
D. C.
Money in Timber Lauda.
Am••••••••••
Fortunes have bees made and can
easily be made todax by baying Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, heav-
ily covered with timber, at a nominal
price, holding the land for a few years
and then selling the tiniber at twice
the price the land and timber both
cost and than have the land cleared
and sell it for five times the original
purchase piece and sometimes ten
eirnes the cost. We have a proposi-
tion of this kind in 1,600 acres of
land in Arkansos at only $3.5o per
acre. One-third cash, balanoei and 2
yeses, at 6 per cent. This land when
clear will rent for $5.00 per acre per
year. Full particulars on regime*.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE REAL
ESTATE AG P.Ster.
Fraternity buikling. Both phones 835.
Galvanized Rubber, Noofing war-
ranted for steep or lipt roof or over
old shingles, requires, an coating or
paint. Ford ManufaCturing Co. Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
THE RIVER NEWS
This morning the .steamer Clyde
comes out of the Tennessee river and
lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before skipping away on its
return that way.
The Dick Fowler goes to Cairo this
morning at 8 o'clock and comes back
tonight about it.
The City of SsItillo left St. Louis
stosterday and should reach here to-
)1ialkrtra morning en route to the Ten-
tleiste river.
The Reuben Dunbar has been here
some week., but yesterday went up
the Ohio river after a trip of corn for
Natelvvile, Tenn.
The Bob 'Dudley arrived Sunday
from Nashville and left yesterday on
her return that way.
The Warman was yesterday's pack
et in the Evansville trade, and comes
back again tomorrow. Today's boat
is the Henry Harkey.
The ferryboat Bettie Owen will get
her crank and wrist repaired tcnnor-
row and resume her regular business
Thursday. It has now be*n about a
week since she broke down. The
Charleston continues to fili her piece.
In Chattanooga, Tenn., November
Ti there meets the Tennessee Int/-
prove/tient association, and yesterday
Mayor Yeiser selected the following
delegates from *tie city: J. It Ash-
en-ft, Boyce Berryman, Tim 
Lovell_
and James Koger. The mayor will
shortly select the local delegates that
attend the Ohio Valley Improvement
association annual convention, which










'Mk. Carmel 7.0, falling.
Nashville 13.7, rising.
Davis Islao 
St. Louis 13.9, failing.
'mt. Vernon 15.4, falling.
Paducah 13.8, rising.
Roll Top Desk.




'Chase" Best Grades "Stroock"
OF Asak.r.v.--- m Stands:Registi
PLUSHLAPROBES I RU
haducah Saddlery Col • t? _ JustJUSt
• WS VI MS WSW UF 3/5 SS NMI itF1
FOURTH AND JEFFERSON.
Popular Songs and Instrumental Hits
In Sheet Music.
For two weeks only we offer a 5oc check with every 25c sale on Sh
Music.
BETTER TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE GREAT
3,000 pieces at too worth asc everywhere.
5$$ pieces at I 5C, 1 for 25C.. These are some of the latest
best.
3oo pieces at or, 3 for loc. Old pieces but every one good.




The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
46 the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREUCT
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINK OLD WINE' AND WHISKIES ,
Everything seasonable in the eseable lips served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for as cents.
At 'Es Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, IT.




We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—R
We have e'm to sell--you want
'em-5-A Pluth Robes, $ago to $10.
Pw4kogers Co.
Mrs. R. L. Whitesidas, osteopath,
bog roi Broadway; Phones. Old tot
and New' 761.
Dr. Lillard D. Sandem has remov-
ed his office from the Truebeart
building to his residence, 318 South
Sixth Street, opposite %mot home.
a.A Horse Blankets are the best.
Sold by Powell-Rogers Co.
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S,§PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
INCORPOItATILD.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
4
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